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I 
stern, U of I 
ketball game 
ly for '86-8 7 
I 
By DAN VERDUN 
Sports editor 
Although not yet finalized, it appears that 
Eastern's men's basketball team will have the 
. University of Illinois on its 1986-87 schedule. 
The game is tentatively scheduled for Dec. 9 at the 
Assembly Hall in Champaign. Eastern stands to 
receive in the area of an $8,000 guarantee once the 
final terms of the one-year contract have been 
reached. 
"I think it will all get worked out soon, hopefully 
in a couple of weeks," Eastern Athletic Director 
R.C. Johnson said. "(Eastern coach) Rick Samuels 
and (Illinois coach) Lou Henson are handling most 
of the details right now.'' 
Illinois Athletic Director Neale Stoner said the 
game came about because of open dates in both 
schools' schedules. 
"We have tried in both football and basketball to 
give some state schools games," Stoner said. "We 
played Southern in football, and in addition to 
Eastern we have added Illinois-Chicago and Chicago 
State to our basketball schedule. 
"It should be a lot of fun," Stoner added. "And 
it's a pretty good payday (for Eastern) for coming up 
the road for only about 45 miles." 
Illini coach Lou Henson said the game will also 
bring in added fan interest because of the two schools 
being so close. 
"It should create a great deal of interest for both 
schools," Henson said. "We enjoy playing the state 
schools, but we obviously can't play them all.'' 
Samuels, who was out of town, could not be 
reached for comment Thursday. 
When the deal is finalized, Illinois will become the 
second Big Ten Conference school to be on Eastern's 
schedule. The Panthers are also slated to play at 
Wisconsin in the first of a three-year deal. 
Friday, April 18, 1986 ·.The Daily . 
astern News . . . will be partly cloudy with a 30 percent chance of showers · and thunderstorms with highs in the middle 60s. Friday night will be mostly cloudy with a 40 percent of showers or 
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rick, a freshman, spins and molds his art department Thursday. 
y into a potential thing of beauty in the 
rturnout lowest since '79 
her, greek games and apathetic students 
"bute to the lowest voter turnout of the 
esday's student government elections, 
ment sources said Thursday. 
students voted in the elections com­
year's 2,597 voters. The voter turnout 
recorded as the lowest since 1979 when 
were cast. 
Committee Chairman Steve Hogan said 
rised the final voter turnout was low. 
lines at the Union all day." 
slowed down considerably after 2 p.m., 
er Joe O'Mera said. "It died." 
that "classes tend to die down after 2 
students don't want to make a special 
weather just to vote. 
Hall, there was a rush before and 
all day, Hogan said. 
Hogan distributed several fliers and 
ughout campus promoting the elections, 
blamed himself for the low voter turnout. 
"d that although Coleman Hall and the 
good places to set up polls, other places 
ed to be found. "We need to allow 
te anywhere." 
dents were discouraged because they did 
ere t_!t�y were supposed to vote, he said. 
For additional coverage, see page 3 
"I told at least 100 people they couldn't vote there (in 
the Union)," Hogan said. 
· 
Hogan said he plans to look into a possible in­
centive program to encourage students to vote, such 
as giving away a free can of pop to each voter. 
Student Body President-elect Mike Madigan said, 
"It's too bad that it (the voter turnout) wasn't 
more." He added that he believed the turnout was 
fairly good considering the cold weather. 
"People that knew they were going to vote had 
already voted by three," Madigan said. "The greek 
games also started at three." 
Executive Vice President-elect Terese Papa said, 
"I was totally surprised that the turnout was so low. I 
thought we had more support. You think you've got 
more friends than that and then they don't come out 
and vote." 
More students voted in the executive vice president 
election than in any other election Wednesday. 
Although voter turnout on campus has· always 
been low, it has consistently stayed above the 2,000-
vote mark. 
The all-time voter high for a student government 
election was in November of 1980 when 3,394 
students voted. Because it was a fall election, only 
(See VOTER, page 9A) 
Terror surges 
in aftermath 
of Libyan raid 
By the Associated Press 
Terror struck against the United States and its 
friends on three continents Thursday, in an explosion 
of vengeful fury ignited by the American bombing of 
Libya. 
Terrorists "executed" three kidnap victims in 
Lebanon, tried to blow up an El Al jetliner in 
London, and tossed firebombs at U.S. targets in 
Tunisia. 
In city after city around the world, angry crowds 
swirled around U.S. embassies and screamed their 
hatred for "U.S.A. Agressor." 
Bomb-disposal squads scurried around European 
capitals in response to threats. American embassy 
staff members were being airlifted out of Sudan. In 
Libya itself, nervous Westerners looked desperately 
for ways out of the country. 
And in Moscow, in a possibly qminous 
development, the Soviet Union summoned foreign 
ambassadors and formally asserted its right to free 
passage through the seas and air around Soviet­
aligned Libya, a move that might signal Kremlin 
intentions to move naval vessels or other military 
equipment into the tense Mediterranean. 
The Reagan administration was clearly braced for 
further shocks. 
"We are prepared for an increase in terrorism," 
White House spokesman Larry Speakes said in 
Washington. 
But he said the U.S. leadership believes its 
bombing of Libyan cities Tuesday will "in the long 
run. . .reduce the risk to Americans" from terror 
attacks. . 
In Lebanon, retaliation for the U.S. raid was swift 
and bloody. 
The bodies of three kidnap victims-identified as 
writer Alec Collett, 64, and teachers Leigh Douglas, 
34, and Philip Padfield, 40, all Britons-were 
dumped on a highway, each shot once in the head. 
A note found nearby claimed they were U.S. and 
British spies .and had been "executed" by "Arab 
commando cells" in reprisal for the attack on Liby�: 
Collett was kidnapped 13 months ago and Douglas 
and Padfield last month. 
Arab anger had been directed at the British 
government because it allowed the United States to 
mount the air attack on Libya from a U.S. air base in 
Britain. 
Soon after the bodies were found, a British 
television cameraman was abducted by gr •men in 
Beirut. Eighteen kidnapped foreigners, inctuding six 
Americans, are still missing in Lebanon. 
In London Thursday, an alert security guard foiled 
what could have been a ter1orist massacre. 
The El Al C:lirline guard, at . Heathrow Airport, 
found a bomb in the false bottom of an Irish­
woman's hand luggage as she tried to board the 
. (See TERROR, page 9A) 
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Bomb found before flight to lsr 
Soviet citizen returns to U.S. 
: CHICAGO-Josef Stalift's daughter has returned to the 
United States, officials said Thursday, but Svetlana 
Alliluyeva's specific whereabouts remained a mystery. 
She was expected to make her location known shortly, 
according to a statement released for her ex-husband, 
William Wesley Peters, in S�ottsdale, Ariz. 
Her arrival Wednesday marked Miss Alliluyeva's first 
U.S. visit since she returned to the Soviet Union in 1 984 with 
her American-born daughter, Olga Peters, complaining she 
had not found happiness in the West in the 1 7  years since her 
defection. 
Soviet citizenship was restored quickly to Miss Alliluyeva, 
only daughter of·the iron-fisted dictator who ruled Russia 
for 29 years, and granted to her daughter, now 1 4. 
LONDON (AP)-Police arrested an Irish­
woman with a bomb in· her hand luggage as she 
tried to board an Israeli El Al jumbo jet 
Thursday, and they said she may have been 
duped by her Arab boyfriend into carrying the 
explosives. 
The bomb was "viable and would have ex­
ploded once the aircraft was airborne," said 
Commander George Churchill-Coleman, chief 
of Scotland Yard's anti-terrorist squad. 
· 
"It is highly likely that such an explosion 
would have resulted in the. loss of the aircraft, a 
Boeing 747 jumbo jet, and the 400 passengers 
and crew," he told a news conference. 
The plane arrived safely in Tel Aviv later, 
where El Al spokesman Nahman Kleiman said 
there were 370 passengers and 1 8  crew. 
The woman, an Irish citizen whose name and 
age were not given, was going to Israel on 
holiday, he said. She was brought to London's 
Heathrow Airport by her Arab b 
Press Association, the domestic 
said the woman was 32 and pre 
report said the bomb was set to go 
(7 a.m. EST) when the plane wo 
about halfway to Israel. 
Churchill-Coleman declined to 
about the device, except that it 
than 1 0  pounds of explosives. 
Although the bomb was packed ' 
said, "We believe at the present 
intended to board the aircraft in 
not knowing what was in the hold 
The bomb was discovered by 
security staff in a routine check 
stage,'' Churchill-Coleman said 
Heathrow's own security measu 
satisfactory" and would not 
suggestions the bomb passed t 
security unnoticed. 
Miss Alliluyeva arrived at Chicago's O'Hare Airport 
Wednesday afternoon on a Swissair flight from Zurich, said 
Cherise Mayberry, a spokeswoman for the U.S. Customs 
Service at the airport. · 
· 
Three killed in terrorists' reve 
Search effort for AIDS begins 
CHICAGO....,. The nation's primary blood-collection 
agencies said Thursday they hope to track down more than 
1,000 potential AIDS victims by widening the scope of a 
joint search effort launched in 1984. 
The program would target patients who received tran­
. sfusions of blood donated by people who later tested 
positive for antibodies to the AIDS virus and are·consider ... J 
possible carriers. 
The propsed "look back" effort would expand a search 
under way since December 1 984 for people who received 
blood from donors later diagnosed as AIDS patients. 
"That was phase one, this is phase two," said Dr. Joseph 
O'Malley, a medical associate with the American Red Cross 
in Washington. 
Common use of blood tests to detect antibodies to the 
deadly AIDS virus began in March 1 985 at blood-collection 
centers. 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)-The bodies of three 
kidnapped Britons, all shot at close range, were 
found near a mountain highway Thursday with a 
note saying they were killed because Britain 
cooperated with U.S. air raids on Libya. 
Another Briton was seized in an area con­
trolled by Shiite Moslems soon after the bodies 
were found. A previously unknown group 
claimed responsibility. 
John Rowan, first secretary of the Irish 
Embassy in Beirut, who said he had known all 
three men, told reporters: "These are Padfield, 
Collett and Douglas." . 
He referred to Phillip Padfield, 40; Alec 
Collett, 64, and Leigh Douglas, 34. Padfield and 
Douglas were teachers and Collett was a jour­
nalist. 
Rowan spoke after emerging from the morgue 
at the American University Hosp 
bodies were taken after being 
mountains of central Lebanon eas 
The bodies were found Thur 
a tree-lined mountain highway n 
Roweisat Sofar. The discovery 
an anonymous caller claiming to 
Arab Revolutionary Cells said 
them to avenge the air raids 
Tripoli and Benghazi, Libya. 
Knowledgeable Palestinian s 
Arab Revolutionary Cells is lin 
Palestinian terrorist leader Abu N 
United States claims is harbo 
leader Moammar Khadafy. 
The bodies of Collett, Dougl 
initially were taken to Al-Jebel 
Walid Jumblatt ' s  Druse militia at 
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th-old Sean Loftus attempts to investigate a Steve and Janine Loftus, are both !::astern students. 
hole Thursday on the South Quad. His parents, 
CAP shifts focus to apartheid 
t the nuclear-free zone 
has passed, EISCAP 
pencer Grimshaw is turning 
ts toward a non-violent 
inst apartheid. 
monstration, scheduled to 
·ith the EIU Foundation's 
eeting, is to show disap­
he Foundation's investments 
panies doing business in 
a. 
P was -0nly the first step," 
said Thursday. Grimshaw 
to get students to �how some 
lent concern'' toward 
of EISCAP. A lot of people put in a lot 
of time and effort into it," he said. 
Eastern was declared a nuclear free 
zone Wednesday night when students 
cast I ,483 votes for the resolution and 
483 votes against the plan. 
Students need to exercise their rights 
to get matters which concern them 
accomplished, Grimshaw said. 
Eastern Illinois Students Concerned 
About Peace presented a petition 
signed by 900 students to the Student 
Senate in early February requesting 
that the university become a nuclear 
free zone. 
But some senate members believed 
that the decision should be decided by 
Eastern students. 
Other than a few minor 
clarifications, the senate "for the most 
part was very receptive to us," he said. 
Grimshaw said he wants to get the 
EIU Foundation's investments out of 
South Africa "gradually." 
According to the last investment 
report, Eastern had $2 30,000 invested 
in companies doing business in South 
Afirca. All were on record of having 
signed· the Sullivan Principle, which 
calls for equal treatment of black 
employees. 
In addition to the EISCAP proposal 
passing, students voted in favor of 
collective bargaining duties being 
transferred from the executive vice 
president to the Board of Governors 
representative" with 1,2 78 votes. 
pe not high-risk area-travel agent 
to Paris for summer 
ould be an enjoyable ex­
ut traveling to some place 
gua isn't a good idea, a 
agent said. 
ullington, owner of the 
Travel Center, 1510 
Mattoon, said the State 
I has issued travel warnings 
lions, including Nicaragua. 
ation on the list has been 
a high traveling risk 
terrorism, civil wars, rioting 
factors determined by the 
rtment, he said. 
than putting - Libya on the 
warning list, the State Department has 
declared traveling to Libya illegal. 
Bullington said the list has been 
posted at the Mattoon Travel Center, 
which is advising customers against 
visiting countries on the list. 
-
"People still inquire (about trips to 
warning areas). We try to discourage 
them. In some of these areas, the fear 
is justified," Bullington said. 
Places such as Paris, the Netherlands 
and Belgium are "fairly security 
conscious" and safe to visit. The fringe 
areas, lower economic countries, have 
high risk, he said. 
Although violence in the dangerous 
areas has caused European travel sales 
to drop, the all time low cost of air 
fairs has helped keep business close to 
normal, Bullington said. 
Donica Mathews, manager of the 
Cross County Travel Agency, at the 
Mattoon mall, said she wouldn't 
suggest traveling to southern Europe._ 
But if "they have it set in their minds, I 
wouldn't try to talk them out of it." 
Those locations on the travel 
warnings list are Angola, Chad, Chile, 
Columbia, El Salvador, Ethiopia, 
Guatemala, Iraq, Kuwait, Mali, 
Mozambique, Namibia and New 
Caledonia. 
Others include New Herbides, 
Nicaragua, Pakistan, Papua New 
Guinea, Peru, Philippines, South 
Africa, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Siria, 
Tanzania, Thailand, Turkey, Zambia 
- and Zimbawe. 
ra issue still alive; both sides predict victory 
NGTON (AP)-House 
omas P. O'Neill Jr. said 
he thinks the Republicans 
Odds in their gamble to win 
wn vote soon on President 
program of aid to 
rebels. 
told reporters that "in my 
the president had his best 
spending bill that Reagan wants to 
veto. 
Told of O'Neill's prediction that the 
GOP would have problems in getting 
the Contra aid issue considered as a 
separate measure, House Republican 
leader Robert Michel , R-Ill ., said, "I 
don't think we'll have difficulty. We're 
going to come down hard on our own 
people." 
assistance to the Contra coun­
terrevolutionaries. 
Both leaders agreed that the political 
fight has delayed for at least a month 
any new vote on Reagan's plan to send 
$100 million to U.S.-backed guerrillas 
fighting Nicaragua's leftist Sandinista 
government. 
To win their gamble , the 
Republicans will need the support of 
3A 
Madigan set 
for new term 
as president 
By- DOUGLAS BACKSTROM 
Government editor 
It's time to represent the students 
and act as a leader, Student Body 
. President-elect Mike Madigan said 
Thursday. 
Madigan said Thursday afternoon 
that although liis head was a little sore 
from the party che night before, he I' 
ready to get down to business. 
"I'm going to meet with (curr:n1 
Student Body President) Floyd (Akin�\ 
and (Student Senate adviser) Anila 
Craig and get 9rganized," he said. 
"I'm excited for the next year," 
Madigan said, as several passersby 
congratulated him on his new post. 
"I'm happy for everyone who won. 
I'm sorry for those who didn't," 
_Madigan said. ''We're all still 
friends." 
His challenger, Dan Mclean, said he 
is glad for his party members who won, ' 
Mike Ashack and Terese Papa. 
Madigan won the presidential seat 
with I, 182 votes while McLean lost 
with 802 votes. 
Papa -won with 1,009 votes while 
Ashack was re-elected to a second term 
with t ,245 votes. 
McLean, who was sitting in Ike's 
Little Campus, 407 E. Lincoln, with 
friends playing cards, said he is going 
to improve his grades because he is 
planning to transfer to the University 
of Illinois next spring to study 
engineering. 
"I was glad we didn't compromise 
anything. We told the students what 
was going on but it didn't work," 
M,clean said. 
"1 imagine they (the elected 
executive officers) will get along fine," 
McLean added. 
He said he plans to continue to be a 
·senator. 
Each executive officer who won said 
they foresee no problem working ·with 
each other despite the split in the party. 
"We will have no problem working 
with anybody. If I had to do it all again 
I would," Papa said. 
"I thought there would be more 
people who would come out and vote. 
Less · than 2,000 voted for the 
president," Papa said. "That's sad." 
Ashack said he is relieved that the 
�lection is finally over. 
"I feel like a big rock is off my 
shoulder. I can get back to work now," 
he said. 
"I'll get along pretty good with Mike 
(Madigan). We were good friends 
before the election. We'll all work out 
fine," Ashack said. 
Darren DeVriese said he is not 
disappointed with the election results. 
"I'm just glad that Mike (Madigan) 
and Christe (Wolfe) got in. 
"Mike asked that I come in and talk 
to him about " plans for petitioning on 
· the fall senate. 
Correction 
It was incorrectly reported in 
Thursday's edition of The Daily 
Eastern News that Ike's, 407 Lincoln 
Ave . ,  will be closed Friday through 
April 26. Ike's will be open Juring the 
nine-day period but will not serve 
alcohol, according to University 
Village owner Ira Barrett. 
The News regrets the error . on Wednesday,. when con­
of the issue was halted 
ry a GOP tactic aimed at 
the vote from an unrelated 
,Michel said his goal is "a free­
standing bill" limited solely to the 
question of giving military and other 
some Democrats , who hold a 252-182 I I edge in the House, with one seat Read The News! vacant. •-------------------------------
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Editorials represent 
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The Dally Eastern News 
Friday, Aprll 181 1986 
The vote is in, 
and disinterest 
clearly wins 
No dust was stirred UP. in Tuesday's 
student government elections because 
once $igain no one voted. 
You thought last spring was bad? Well, 
take a look at this spring's totals thatmark a 
seven�year low._ Only 2,056 students made 
it to the polls Tuesday, down more than 500 
Edi I I from last sprlng. tOJ a Instead of scolding 
_ voters for their god-
awful apathy, perhaps a message to newly­
elected student body president Mike 
Madigan is in order. Mike: Rally the troops! 
We were all told just what we expected to 
be told Tuesday, and that is interest in 
student government continues to decline. 
People don't believe student government 
is worth a thing. That may or may not be 
true, but from an average non-voting 
student's perspective, what tangible thing 
has he seen in the years since he quit voting 
in these elections? 
Granted; in the past we have seen 
Eastern's Health Service and a number of 
other projects spring up because of student 
government. But all of that is ancient history 
_to those of us on either the four- or five�year 
college plans. 
It's not that recent members of student 
government have been ushered into office 
without a whole list of things they'll ac­
complish. They usually find that once in 
office that many of their ideas simply are not 
feasible and are left not knowing their next 
·move. 
It's as cliched as it is futile to hope a 
politician will carry through on promises he 
makes in the heat of campaigning. Yet, we 
can only hope that Mike Madigan and his 
22-point platform will change all that. 
Your tum 
EISCAP polishes its rainbows. 
. Editor: 
After a long road of trying to gain support and an 
even longer night of partying, 1 would like to shed 
some comments on the situation. 
For those of us who have put effort into the 
founding of Eastern Illinois Students Concerned 
About Peace, the passing of the nuclear-free zone 
is a major victory. However, the road ahead wil l be 
just as trying-perhaps even more so. 
�,. � • i \ ... . t 
Can the city ruin a· birthday party? 
Just ask this sooA-to-be 21-year-ol 
It's my 21st birthday, and I'm all despondent. 
No, it's not because I dread that first gray hair and 
the fact that if all goes well, I'll see 30 in only nine 
short years. 
My being distraught has nothing to do with the 
prospect of getting older. To some, in fact, my 
reason for sadness is trivial . But to me, it's important. 
It's my 21st birthday, and I have nowhere to go. 
It all started on a cold, mid-January night-Thur­
sday, Jan. 16, to be exact. 
My friend Patti and I had gone to our favorite 
hangout for a few games of pool, a bowl of popcorn 
and perhaps some "liquid refreshment ."  
Of course, as both of  us were under 21 , neither 
would have dared to buy any of those "alcoholic 
beverages" that other students were consuming .  
Okay, maybe one pitcher. But only one. (We 
weren't even enjoying it . )  
As we sat and chatted, we didn't think twice about 
the fact that we had what was considered an "illegal 
substance" in front of us-that is, until my roommate 
came running in with the news flash. 
"Roe's is being raided by the cops," she said in a 
hushed whisper, "and they're headed this way!" 
I nodded nonchalantly . I'd heard rumors of this 
alleged bar raid since November, but so far I'd seen 
little or no action on the part of the Charleston Police 
Department. 
"Well, Di, what do you think?" Patti asked, after my 
roommate had left. 
Striking my best Alfred E. Newman "What? Me 
worry?" pose, I shook my head. "Relax." 
The word had barely tumbled out of my mouth 
when what to my wondering eyes should appear but 
a flash of metallic blue-and us, with a half-pitcher full 
of beer! 
"Hey, Patti," I began, looking straight at the door, 
"want to head out the back door?" 
Patti turned, glanced, and was through the door 
before I'd even left my seaf. 
From outside the bar, we watched the raid take 
place. 
I expected at least a dozen officers decked in 
green beret uniforms and armed with tear gas to 
Personal file: 
storm into the room and "shoot first 
later ."  
But the bar raid was not at  all like 
calm, actually, as the officers milled 
IDs and chatting with the employees. 
All told, however, the city of 
pretty good n ight, nai l ing 39 students. 
After a few weeks of trials and 
unfortunate-students who'd been 
received their punishment. The bar 
faced their own di lemmas: having to 
specified amounts of time, usually on 
Tricky me, though. I had not on 
financial burden of being a minor 
consuming alcohol-I had, in effect, 
whole system by being in the bar at 
raid and escaping. 
Or so I thought-until I heard the ne 
My favorite bar in town �eceived its 
be closed the weekend (you gue 
birthday. 
At first, I was numb. 
Patti sensed this, as she taped 
article to my door. "This smacks of or 
she wrote underneath it. I tend to agr 
Gradually, I began to accept it. B 
certain amount of despair. I mean, if 
go to your favorite bar on your birthd 
world coming to? 
So if you see me today and I don 
smiling, please understand. It's not 
about "becoming an adult" and all that 
It 's just that it 's my 21st birthda 
nowhere to go. 
-Diana Winson is Verge editor for T 
News. 
Eastern speaks: Larry Peterson asked this week's question photos. 
How should America deal with Lib 
Terry Mueller 
Finance· 
Senior 
"Bomb Khadafy off the 
face of the earth and put 
him out of his misery. We 
kno w he's d i rect ly  
connected to terrorism." 
Twauna Bishop 
Elementary education 
Freshman 
"We shouldn't fight. It 
wil l only get worse." 
Opposition wil l  arise, no doubt, from every 
corner and angle of the huma[l element. We must 
remind ourselves now, more than ever, that 
ignorance is a problem that must not be punished. 
Didn't you hate to get punished when you were a 
child? I know I did. 
The biggest reason for this letter, though, is a 
note of thanks for all the people who came out and 
voted-regardless of whom they voted for. This is 
something that is certainly taken or granted in our 
country, as people seem to be more concerned 
with money and a bunch of other 
I guess this is getting off the su 
any of you noticed how wonderful it 
people around you are all smiling? It 
off, this smil ing, and the outcomes 
pretty good . So go ahead, everybody 
your friends and enemies, and polish 
bows. Dig it. 
Friday, April 18, 1986 5A 
e recount request 
nted in elections 
no election violations have 
rted from Wednesday's 
overnment elections, a 
the at-large senate district 
uested. 
Curtis Dawson, who ran 
rge district, requested the 
er he lost the election by 
followed close behind 
k Christensen who won with 
e 2,013 votes cast in the 
wson received 571 votes. 
ge seats were available, and 
filled the final seat. 
ots will be taken to com­
·ces for a recount, Elections 
Chairman Steve Hogan said Thursday. 
If the results remain the same, 
Christensen will keep his seat. 
However, if the results are in favor of 
Dawson, he will fill the sixth at-large 
seat. . 
Hogan said if the results come out 
different in both recounts, he will ask 
Student Body President Floyd Akins, 
Executive Vice President Kim Swanson· 
and Financial Vice President Ann 
Hasara to aid him in recounting the 
votes by hand. 
Dawson said if the recount remains 
in Christensen's favor, he plans to run 
for a senate seat again in the fall. He 
added that he has not considered the 
option of petitioning onto the senate. 
votes in new officers 
Mark Hetzler, president of 
ll, is the new president of 
ce Hall Association. 
y's election results showed 
efeating sophomore Tracy 
tzler has been in RHA for 
, and is also serving as 
of the National Residence 
rary this year. 
s goals are ''to bring the 
RHA closer and let everyone 
t we're all about,'' he said. 
Anne Flanagan, a write-in 
elected as RHA vice 
n said her objectives are 
similar to Hetzler's, but 
would like to see better 
communication between halls. 
Flanagan has been a member of 
RHA for two years. 
Other officers which were elected 
were sophomore Tana Horsman and 
senior Penny Jones as national 
communications co-coordinators. 
Freshman Kim Russell, a Pemberton 
hall representative, wilf serve as 
treasurer, while junior Paula Capone, 
An Andrews Hall representative, was 
elected secretary. 
The newly-elected executives will 
replace the current president, Dave 
Ascolani, senior; vice president Janice 
Horsman, senior; secretary Tama 
Waechtler, senior; and treasurer Kathy 
Ellerbusch, sophomore. 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
ASE TAKE NOTICE that the Ordinances of th 
of Charleston provide that it is unlawful for an 
er or person in control of any lot within the Cit 
harleston to allow or permit weeds or grass t 
win excess of eight inches (8") in height. 
additional information contact Jeff Finley at 345-
1 . 
Showing 
FRIDAY 
APRIL 18 
6:30& 9 PM 
University 
Ballroom 
Admissi·on: s1 . 1 REAL8NIUS : 
�� PANAVISION® C 1985 T"·S1a< PocMn. Inc All R;ghts Reso""" , • A TRI-ST AA RELEASE 
COME ONE COME ALL 
New!llan Comm.unity 
Picnic 
(Sunday, April 20th at Newman Center) 
Games: ·3 p.m. Come, join the fun 
Free Supper: Serving begins at 5 p.m. 
Everyone is Welcome 
Get out of the TED'S _ RUT and discover . . . · " 
Friday's Band 
. . .
. '�9th STREET;' 7 sci: Old Style featuring former members of 8SCI: st,��r;��� "ZACHERY BASS" s1 oo - 16 oz Bud ... ROCK-N-ROLL!! -Calvert & Coke 
Get in for s1°0 from8 - 10 w/coupon 
0 0 
c: 
.,, 0 
z 
Saturday's Band 
. . .  ' ' A K A ' ' 7 sci: -16 oz. Old Style • • R• k II f .0 z oc -n-ro rom 2 $100 Effingham g 
:> -16 oz. Bud · .,, 
o So�gs by ZZ Top, Loverboy, 0 
0 -Rum & C k Night Ranger, Survivor, Eric z as� . O e . Clapton, Scorpions, Eagles, Quarterflash . -g1n/vodka'colhns Billy Satalite, Simple Minds, etc'. 
Get in for s1°0 from 8 - 10 w/coupon 
Roma Apartments 
Leasing Now 
TAKE THIS ITALIAN IMPORT 
F.OR A $.PIN ••• 
1-2 or 4 persons 
ished & Unfurnished 
1st Street 
ind Long John Silver's) 
or 
Buchanan 
(Behind Pizza Hut) 
all Jan Eads 
345-2113 
Howard S. Eads 
Realtor 
• 
Wind er up and· 
feed a gang of 
four for under $5 
Enjoy our made­
from-scratch 
meat sauce and 
noodles with the 
great taste of our 
fresh baked 
garl ic bread 
�-- -
llte Italian lakery 
an() 
' spag4etti �nu.ae 
667 lincnin 348-7777 
f 
I 
I 
' 
I 
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WEIU conducts station manager intervie 
By STEVE SMITH 
Campus editor 
Eastern's Radio and Television 
Genter has started interviewing can­
didates for the newly created position 
of television station manager for 
WEfU-TV channel 51. 
Thomas Brock, currently the 
coordinator of public TV at,a station in 
· Wichita, Kan., was the first of three 
�eople to be interviewed by a panel of 
broadcast personnel. 
The open house interv'iew panel 
consisted of John Beabout; radio-and 
television ditector; David Reed, 
journalism department chair; and 
other radio and television students and - ' 
. O'Mera·asks for input 
on his speaker post 
Student Senate did not take any 
action at its meeting Wednesday night 
because of the student government 
election. 
Before the senate adjourned, Senate 
Speaker Joe O'Mera distributed a 
survey requesting senators to evaluate 
his post as speaker. 
As of Thursday morning, O'Mera 
said he had not received all of the 
evaluations back. He said he would 
comment on the evaluations at a later 
date. 
'\ \\t.- Party at 
�tMW.) Roe's 
Live D.J. •Sat. Nite 
$3 all-u-can-drink 9-1 2· 
25¢ Beer 1-2 
Let's Party! 
,_ 
f Maureen . 'cullerton 
Happy 
21st 
You're 
in on 
the 
secret ... 
this 
is 
college! 
Tracey, 
Vicki, 
&Donna; 1 
SUSAN M. BEARD 
I LOVE THE WAY YOU 
STAY SO CALM WHILE 
YOU'RE STUDYING! 
Love Ya, Joan 
Shop 
the Classifieds! 
instructors. 
Brock said the position was the 
primacy reason he was considering the 
job of station manager. "The broader 
responsibility is also a factor,'' he said. 
said, adding that he worked with a 
volunteer staff at the television station 
in Kansas. "A good manager is a 
teacher," he said. 
Comparing Eastern's student 
population size to Wichita State 
University, Brock said the size will be 
"not that different," even though 
Wichita State currently has close to 
17 ,000 students enrolled. 
"I'm from Mt. Carol," Brock said. 
"It would be good to get back to 
Illinois." 
Brock said his main concern for the 
station is getting more status among 
the campus and the community. 
Brock has been involved in TV 
production for 18 years, inculding a 
two and one half year stint as a TV 
production teacher at his alma mater, 
the University of Illinois. 
"I've always been a teacher," Brock 
Two other candidates for the job, 
Janice Thompson and Ken Beno, will 
be interviewd Monday and Tuesday. 
Beabout said he hopes the selection 
process will completed by the middle of 
May. 
.. Zenith Data Systems and 
Word Link present$ a 
· Product Open House 
The open house will include software and hardwar• 
demonstrations, plus personalized demonstration ti.me. 
Date: Tuesday, April 22, 1986 
Where: Effingham Room, University Union 
Time: Open 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. for 
· students, and staff members. 
Zenith Data Systems 
manufactures a full line of 
IBM PC Compatible Products. 
OPEN HOUSE SPECIAL!! 
ZF-148-42 plus 
ZVM-122 Amber monitor sgggoo 
Help bring down the cost 
of your education! 
Zenith Dual Drive 
Z-148 PC Compatible 
Special Educational Price 
$999.00 
SI 2K, (2) 360K S \4 Floppy Drives, 
Serial and parallel ports, 
4. 77 /8mhz, plus more ... 
. ' 
���������--, 
Zenith Dual Drive 
Z-171 PC Portable PC Compatible 
Special.Educational Price 
$1,349.00 
2S6K, (2) 360K SY. Floppy Drives, 
Serial and parallel ports, 
(Optional built-in modem, 
Battery Pack) and more ... 
Zenith High Perfomance AT-Compatible 
Special Educational Price 
$1,799.00 .. 
Sl2K, (I) 1.2 meg SY. Floppy Dive 
Serial and parallel port 
80268 processor p1Us more ... 
(Optional 10 meg winchester available)" 
Zenith Dual Drive 
Z-IS8 PC-IBM PC Compatible 
Special Educational Price 
$999.00 
2S6K, (2) 360K SY• Floppy Drives, 
Serial and parallel ports, 
4.77/8mhz, plus more ... 
(Optional 10 mcg winchester available) 
Zenith Monitors 
Monochrome Composite 
ZUM-1220 - Amber ZUM-1230 - Green 
Special Educational Price 
$99.00 
Color Monitors 
ZUM-133 - . RGBI Colo.r Monitor 
Special Educational Price 
$335.00 
Price Lists will be av;:ii lable at OPEN HOUSE 
Word Link :"!t•l'N I dat1a· 
24 E. Green St. � sys ems Champaign, IL When total Performance is the only option. 
217-359-9378 IBM PC - Trademark International Business Machines 
©I 985, Zenith Data Systems 
tern N ews Friday, April 1 8 ,  1 986 
�::-:�:--:-�:-:-:�-:-:�--=--�a�;;======;;:;;;:;;;;;!!i!!l7A phon ic orchestra 
ormance Su nday 
Symphonic Wind En­
rform a concert 3 p . m .  
orak Concert Hall, said 
ds Tom Brawner. 
"d the Symphonic Wind 
regular band except "it's 
a wind ensemble and 
a band with 55 people in 
'd the group will perform 
and music and marches, 
music transcribed for the 
bands because of all the violins and 
cellos," Brawner said . "It has to be 
adapted ." 
. Brawner will conduct the ensemble 
with the help of graduate assistants, 
Kittie Rutigliano and Pedro Orey. 
The band will perform pieces by 
Kablalevsky, Margolis, Prokofiev, 
Husa and Glinka . 
Brawner said senior Rob Lower will 
perform the last movement of 
"Concerto for Trumpet" by Tartini 
and the concert will be concluded with 
a traditional Sousa march .  
offers scholarships 
dents who live in Elgin 
the Elgin Rotary Club 
prog ram for extra 
· tance. 
is offering scholarships for 
, said Mary Jo De Rousse 
Financial Aid Office . 
ry Club award is for two 
m Elgin or South Elgin 
ering the junior or senior 
1 1 ," DeRousse said . 
that each recipient would 
000 annual award which is 
renewable for a second year . 
DeRousse said the Rotary Club 
Scholarship Committee will make the 
selections from the applications 
gathered by the Financia l Aids Office 
sometime in early summer . 
At that time any student who has 
applied for the award must send the 
committee their grades for the spring 
semester of 1 986 and references, 
DeRousse said . 
She added that applications can be 
obtained in the Financial Aids Office 
and must be returned by May 3 1 .  
oftball Tournament 
sponsored by , 
PI KAPPA ALPHA 
"under the lights" 
at Baker Field 
April 22, 23_ and 24 
Trophies and kegs 
Call Scott Franzgrote 
at 348-8220 
before Monday, April 21 
$30.00 . 
entry fee 
tch all the latest scores 
in the Sports section !  
Eastern Illinois UDiversitJ Theatre �� 
pl'ISIDts · .  
APRIL 18, 19, 21, & 22 at 8:00 p.m. 
Matin.ee Sunday, APRIL 20, 1986 at 2:00 p.m. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
The Classic Comedy 
. 
TAl\TUl'l'I 
by Moli�re 
adapted by Miles Malleson, 
& further adapted by the Director 
in the Theatre 
Doudna Fine Arts Center 
Charleston, Illinois 
� ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '  � Adults . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 Dollars 
Senior Citizens . . . . . . . . . . . 3 Dollars 
Youth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 Dollars 
1.1.U. Students . . . . . . . . . . .  2 Dollars 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . . . .  . 
Tiii plaJ is prodlcld by S)llCial Amagtmat witb llllln. Smll Frtlcb, lie., U. , IU. 
� 
Eastern I l l inois University's 
' ' CELEBRATION ' 86: 
The Tenth An nual  Festival of the Arts" 
Ticket sales begin Monday, April 2 1  at 1 :00 p.m. 
at the Fine Arts Ticket Office 
Tickets Available For : 
* "Treasure Island" - a children's 
Musical Theatre Production 
�.::.ll in the Fine Arts Playroom �.��.: 2 : 00 & 3:30 p.m . Saturday , April 26 :�lj 2 :00 & 3 :30 p.m.  Sunday , April 2 7  :��; 
::: Admission: 50¢ · ,.. . ::: N � N � ::: * Jacqueline Bennett Dance Center ::: ·::: CONCERT '86: ' 'The Easter Bunny :·:· ��� That Overslept" �� · :� 2:00 p .m. Saturday, April 26 f. ::: ::- 2 :00 Sunday, April 27 :·:-
::: in Dvorak Concert HaH '"' · :::. x � :� $4.50 for adults. ::: 
::3 $3.50 for senior citizens, youth & students ::: :� * "White Ashes" One-Woman ShoW :�: � N :3 featuring Mary Stark in � dramatization ::: �� of the life of Harriet Beecher Stowe :·:: * • �� ;��ggf�� :��day, April 26 in McAfee ��� . :� $ 1  .50 for s� citizens, youth & students . :::: 
· �:: ' * Children's Art Activity - "Paper" ::: � x ::: 1 :30 p.m. Saturday, April 26 ::: · x � 
·
:· 
Outside Art Wing Lobby ·:·: E:: Admission : $ 1 .00 ::: 
��; \ ·* Folk Songs for Children and Famliles � ;::: by Gil Moore and Marita Brake ::: :::: 1 :30 p.m. Saturday, April 26 :;: :::; Tarble Arts Center Classroom ::: :::: Admission: $ 1  .00 ::: 
.
•
•
. 
· . .  · :;:l Fine Arts Ticket Office • Doudna Fine Arts Center �ll 
��; · For Reservations & Ticket Information : :: 
· 
w � .::�: Phone 2 1 7-58 1 -3 1 1 0  : :: 
· �::; Open Daily 1 :00 to 5:00 p.m. . �:l 
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JERRY'S PUB IS OPEN 
AND ARE WE REA-DY TO PARTY! 
$-200 PITCHERS ( M I LLER LITE, COORS, OLD STYLE) 
FRO M 1 1  am - 7 pm 
• 75c BOITLE BEER • $1.00 MIXED 
. •$1.00 SEAGRAMS COOLERS • 5tr DRAFTS . 
. • $1.00 NACHOS •$1.00 SIAMMEJ 
THE BEST 4 O'CLOCK CLUB STARTS 
. A T 11AM TODA Y 
Presents . . .  
The 
Life' s a Beach at 
Fat 's  Weekend 
Sponsored by Miiier Ute 
Friday, Apri l 1 8  • 9:30 p.m. til 1 a.m. 
The Big Gas's  Summer Dance Party 
· Dance to the Summer Hits of the 50's, 60's & ?O's 
Enter in Gas's Best Tan Contest or the Limbo Dance 
Prizes • Contests • Giveaways • Beach towels • T-shirts • Hats 
· Buck Night Prices 
Saturday, Apri l 1 9  • 9:30 p.m.  t i l  1 a.m. 
Jimm.y Buffett Lovely Cruise Beach Party 
by popular demand. Dance to your favorite tunes. 
Enter in the Best Beach Outfit Contest 
Drawings • Contests • Beach towels • T-shirts • Hats 
Long Tall Rum Drinks Draft Beer Special 
.50 Draft Beer • Happy Hour Prices Til--Midnight 
E X T E P�� 
·;$ � �&:VL---
Eutern News 
ror _from page 1 
airline's Flight 747. 
woman was arrested but her 
was not immediately released. 
police said she may have been 
by her boyfriend, an Arab, and 
have known about the ex­
A search was mounted for the 
unis, someone in a passing car 
a firebomb at the compound 
U.S .  Marine guards and other 
embers of the U . S .  Embassy in 
. An embassy spokesman said 
merican-owned automobile 
t fire but automobile caught fire 
one was ·hurt . Later, two young 
s on a motorbike set two more 
blaze with firebombs near the 
nd, police said. One man was 
e south, in the Sudanese capital 
oum, the U . S .  Embassy was 
· g for an airlift evacuation of 
n 200 embassy staff members 
ndents . 
en in Khartoum shot and 
y wounded an American 
technician Tuesday near the 
n embassy . An embassy 
t said the anti-Mmerican 
issued by neighboring Libya , 
has grown politically closer to 
in recent months, forced the 
n thousand protesters  
trated Wednesday in Khart­
. burning American flags and 
g, "Down, Down U . S.A ." 
er_from page 1 
candidates, not executive of­
a>mpeted in the race . 
e 198 1  spring election, 2,897 
turned out to vote for 20 
tes running for 14 open seats . 
voter decrease continued in the 
spring election when 2,807 
voted for 36 · candidates 
for five full and two half open 
decline dropped again in 1 983 
election when 2, 767 students 
out to vote . 
er, when Joe Butler was 
student body president, in the 
f 1 984, 3 ,0 74 students voted at 
· an also said the low turnout 
have been because ·there were 
didates running for executive 
positions. 
ded that he doesn' t  believe the 
will continue to decrease . 
will always be that 20 to 25 
who will take the time and 
their right to v ote . "  
RTY 
U PLAN IT 
U LOVE IT 
wan 'TIL n STARTS. 
DANCIN• 
MM'vr. 
T ALAS! UST MET A CUTIE YS YOU"n A lliAUTYI TISY981PATE 
R LATE 
THAT • .. LOVE 
MMY JOHN SUBI 
-GOER-S BUDDIE. 
MY JOHN'S 
BRING -mM TO YA" 
5·1075 
Friday, April 1 8 , 1 986 
SALE PRICES 
GOOD FRIDAY 
SATURDAY 
& SUNDAY 
· ·-
· wa lker's 
TEN HIGH 
750 ML 449 
CHILLID 
Black Tower 
and 
Blue N un 
Llebfraumllch 
750ML 
299 
Rhln•Chablls-Rose·Relsllng 
Rhine Castl•Emeralcl_Dry 
White Ilnfandel 
751 ML 
329 
Semkov 
VODKA 
750 ML 
3'9 
Sun Coun.try 
COOLERS 
I :  
Ma l ibu 
and 
Bacard i  
RUM 
750 ML 
599 
Seagram's � 
CANADIAN 
HUNTER 
750 ML 
4'' 
9A 
Shranks 
SCHNAPPS 
Peach 
Root leer 
Grapefruit 
Black Raspberry 
750 Ml 399 
;369 
. f.'f.\\.'-'-9 2 Liter\ CONVENIENT . 
Jacque$ Bonet 
CHAMPAGN ES 
750 ML 
I '' 
coco 
·casa 
CREAM OF COCONUT 
99c  32 0z.  
-,· ... 
PEPSI & 
7-U P 
6 PACK 
CANS I '' 
ALL . 
WINI 
COOLERS . 
ARI 
CHILLED 
I 
. '299 4 PACK ': DRlfE UP WINDOWS 
. I 
I 
N ATURAL 
LIGHT 
1 2 PACK 349 
CANS 
ICE 
COLD 
MILLERS 
1 2 PACK 419 CANS 
, ·  
Fri day 's  
1 OA April 18, 1986 Classified ads 
Report errors Immediately at 511 ·211 2'. 
will appeer In the next edition. U"'­
cannot be responsible for an Incorrect Ill 
Insertion. 0:-dllne 2 p.m. prftloua dlf. · 
jiil\Services Offered 
PROFESSIONAL RESUME 
PACKAGES: Quality papers, 
big selection, exceHent ser­
vice. PATTON QUIK PRINT 
West Park Plaza. 345-633 1 . 
( 00 
" M y  Secretary , "  word 
processing service: · Letters, 
papers, resumes, etc. Call 
Millie at 345- 1 1 50. 
________ 5/5 
GET A JOB FAST WITH A 
COPY-X RESU M E !  FAST 
SERVICE,  LOW PRICES, 
LARGE S E LECTION OF 
FORMATS , TYP E D  OR 
TYPESET. NEAR CAMPUS AT 
207 LINCOLN. 345-63 1 3. 
_________ oo 
NEED TYPING: Papers, 
Letters, Thesis; Professional 
Secretary; Cal l :  345-9225. 
________ 5/2 
N e e d  T y p i n g  D o n e ?  
Professional Typist. Call 345-
2595 after 5p.m .  
________ 4/25 
LRK ENTERPRISES WORD 
PROCESSING: Papers. letters, 
theses-APA, MLA, & Turabian­
s t y  I e s p e c i a l i s t s , 
PROFESSIONAL R E S U M E  
PACKAGES 348- 1 5 1 3 .  
______ · c-R . F  4/25 
tt Help Wanted 
Need extra money? Sell 
Avon! Call 3.59- 1 57 7  or 1 -
800-858-8000. 
________ 1 /00 
AIRLINES NOW HIRING. 
Reservationists, stewardes5es 
and ground crew positions 
available. - Call 1 -6 1 9-565-
1 657 for details. 24hrs. 
________ 4/ 1 8  
Help Wanted 
G OV E R N M E N T  . J O B S .  
- $ 1 6, 040 - $59, Now Hiring. 
Call 1 -805-687-6000 Ext. R-
9997 for current federal list. 
7/29 
Attention Hands mechanic: 
summer employment for ex­
perienced person. Contact at 
, 345-6544. 
_________ 4/2 1 
CAMP WSI , with small crafts 
skills preferred, needed for 
June-July camp, min , age 2 1 . 
Shemame Girl Scout Council ,  
234 S. College, Decatur, I L  
62522.  2 1 7-423-7 7 9 1 . 
________ 4/23 
Wanted for Fall semester; 
d e p e n d a b l e ,  e n e r g e t i c ,  
Juniors or Seniors i n  good 
academic standing · to work as 
peer · helpers in the Big 
Brothers, Big Sisters program. 
Apllication forms are available 
at afro-american studies, 
Coleman hall rm. 327. All 
applications must be returned 
on Mon . April 28.  
______ 4/1 8 , 2 1 , 2 8  
Switchboard, filing , corn­
putor operation , typing, full­
time Summer job, prefer in­
dividual who will be a Senior in 
the Fall .  Positions for a 
company in BurrRidge, Il l .  near 
Route 83 and I 55. Send 
resume to Nuts & Bolts 801 E.  
Ogden Box 1 06 7  Naperville, I I  
60566. -
4/23 ft Roorrunares 
Needed: Male Roommate to 
Share Apt. for Int. and Sum­
mer, Low Rent low Utilities, 
Call Greg 581 - 5 1 78. 
________ 4/23 
Roonunates 
l'JEED MALE ROOMMATE 
FOR SUMMER MONTHS TO 
SHARE APT. ON SQUARE. 
$1 00 per month & low utilities. 
Call Jim ANYTIME AFTER 
4p.m .  345-9 1 65 .  
4/1 8 
Wan t e d : O n e  f e m a l e  
roommate for fall-spring to 
share house. Close to campus. 
Rent only $ 1 1 5/mo. Phone 
348-8922.  
4/1 8 
Female roommates wanted, 
summer and or fall/spring. 
C l o s e  t o  c a m p u s , 
washer/dryer. $50 for sum­
mer. $ 1 00 for fal'1sprtng .  345-
97 1 5. 
_________ 4/1 8 
NEEDED: 1 roommate to 
Share nice sm. house with one 
other individual .  For Summer 
and-or 86-87 school year. 
Fully furnished, Nice interior, 
rent very reasonable! 345-
2 790. 
________ 4/22 
M A L E  R O O M M A T E  
NEEDED FOR OLDE TOWNE 
APT. FOR FALL & SPRING. 
CALL 348-5 1 87 ASK FOR 
TOM OR LARRY. 
________ 4/2 1 
f i.___ ___ Fo_r_R_en_t 
8ummer sublease 1 bdrm. 2 
baths kitchen 1 half blks. from 
campus 2 blks form uptown 
345-2635 Torn or Andy. 
4/1 8 
Nice studio apartment for 
Summer or Fall .  Great for 1 or 
2 people. Call 348-5402 to 
see! 
________ 4/2 1 
ti For Rent 
Large House 4 g i an t  
bedrooms; 1 Ya bath; separate 
shower room; basement; low 
utilities. 348- 1 750. 
________ 4/00 
COLEMAN-SEITSINGER A­
PTS-1 6 1 1 9th St. One block 
east of Od Main,  excellent 
location. Summer lease, $60 
per person ,  one girl needed for 
summer. Call 345-7 1 36 .  
________ 4/1 8 
1 -4 summer subleasers 
needed for 2 bedroom APT. A­
C, laundry & the biggest 
balcony on campus OLD­
TOWNE APT. CALL JOE 58 1 -
5522 or CHUCK 348-0935 
after 5P. M .  
-=-=--:-- ----4/ 1 8 
2 Bedroom Apt. for Summer . 
Furnished, A/C , laundry, 2 
Blocks from campus. $200 . 
Call 348-5985. 
________ 4/1 8 
Summer Subleaser(s) : 2 
bedroom furnished Apt.--<:lose 
to campus. Central Air ,  
Parking, laundry facilities. Rent 
negotiable: call 345- 1 09 7 .  
________ 4/1 8 
2 bedroom mobile home, 
furnished, air conditioned. Call 
345-6052 .  
-,--------4/2 1 
' M A L E  S U M M E R  
S U B L E A S E R  N E E D E D .  
FANTASTIC HOUSE. Includes: 
own room, washer and dryer, 
microwave, and dishwasher. 
$ 1 20-month or BEST OFFER. 
CALL KEVIN 345-236 2 .  
4/2 2 
CHEAP! 2 BR. AC . Fur­
nished Apt. For Summer 
sublease. ONLY 200 . 00,  348-
8882. 
________ 4/2 1 
ti · For Rent 
FOR SUMMER Reduced 2 
bedroom Apartment Rent, 
$ 1 30 per month, for 2 people. 
Call 348-5032 . 
________ .4/22 
Group of 4 or 6 .  Good 
houses Available. close to EIU 
and shopping. References 
required. Jim or Donna Wood 
Ph. 345-4488. 
________ 4/30 
Summer subleaser neede'd, 
Nice 3 bedroom-3 people 
apartment close to campus. 
Call Mary. 345- 1 627.  
________4/1 8 
SUMMER SUBLEASERS 
NEEDED FOR 2 BDRM APT. 
HALF BLOCK FROM BUZ­
ZARD. RENT NEGOTIABLE 
345-3634. 
________ 4/1 8 
We want you to be our 
subleasers. Summer only; 
across form Union . Call us, 
Patti or Tina about rent, etc. 
345-7563. 
_________ 4/1 8 
2 Summer subleasers 
n eeded for 2 bedroom 
apartment in Olde Towne. 
PRICE NEGOTIONABLE. Call 
Annie 345-7587 or Kathie 
345-7630. 
________ 4/1 8 
$60 a month Summer 
subleasers Great house on 
2nd Street. Call now! ! !  345-
1 47 2 .  
________ 4/22 
OLDE TOWNE excellent 
2 Br. 4 person Apt. 1 year May 
to May lease or Aug. to May.­
Last Olde Towne available. 
Very low utilities cable & water 
included. Call 345-4370,  
. 348-56 76, 345-6039 . 
________ 4/24 
Apartment 
bedroom tu 
dishwasher, 1 
peted throu 
facilities, $ 1 50 
month lease. 1 Q  
Ph 348-7746. 
H O U S E  F 
SUMMER! 2 
FURNISHED;  
CAMPUS; 2-4. 
N I C E ;  
$ 1 00. 00/MO 
NOW: 348-0 
-ottlclal Notices Offlclal Notices are paid for through th• University Relations. Questions concerning should be directed to that office • 
Campus fntervlews 
April  2 1 -Moore (Sales 
R ep . - Pr e f .  B u s .  M ajors-
Champaign Territory) 
April 26-L.S.  Heath (Acctg. 
Major-GPA 2 . 3  or above-Pref. 
0730-0930 
1 000-1 200 
1 3oo-1 soo 
1 530-1730 
;� 1900-2100 
Monday 
May s 
M- 1 400 
T- 1 300 
Make-up or 
Arranged 
T- 1 200 
T- 1 230 
M- 1 900-
... 
someone familiar with SE IL· 
May Grads. or alumni) 
Apri l  2 4-First J ersey 
Securities (Sales-Any Major) 
April 2 9-U .S.  Navy (Math, 
Physics & Chem. Majors-
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE 
Spring Semester 1 988 
Tuesday Wednesday 
May a May 7 
T-0900 M- 1 000 
T-0930 
· M- 1 600 
Makeup or M- 1 500 
Arranged 
T- 1 500,T- 1 530 
M-0800 Makeup or 
Arranged 
T- 1 1 00 M-0900 
T- 1 900 W- 1 900 
Soph . ,  Jr. , & Sr. )  
April 30-Liberty Mutual 
( U nderwriter-Personal Line-S­
tart June 2-Any Major-Pref. 
Bus. Majors-3 . 0  GPA) 
May 1 -Lutheran General 
Thursday Friday 
May a May 9 
T-0800 M - 1 1 00 
T- 1 600 
Make-up or T- 1 000 
Arranged 
Makeup 
M- 1 200 or 
Arranged 
M-1 300 
R- 1 900 
1 . Final . eicamslations are scheduled on the basis of the firl! claas hour meeting of the week 
irrespective of.whether the first hour Is claasroom or labofatOfy activity. _ 
2 .  Final examinations of muitlple-hour classes are scheduled on the basis of the first hour of the 
rrtultiple-hour. block. 
3. A M-,T·,W-, or R- prefix lndlcate8 whether the first class day of the week Is Monday Tuesday. 
Wednesday; or Thursday. For inatance, M-0800 indicates the scheduled time for the final 
examination In a class havlnO its first class hour meeting of the week at 0800 on Monday, R· 1 900 Is 
tor a class having its first class hour meeting of the week at 1 900 on Thursday, etc. ; 
4. Final examination periods indicated In the above schedtH as "Makeup or Arranged'' are to be 
used only In cases where: 
a. The · first class hour meeting of the week does not conform to the"schedule patterns 
established herein . 
b. The meeting of the clasa appe9'S in the Semester Class Schedule as "ARR . " 
c. The student presents an approved examination change request. 
5. Final examinations for one semester hour courses may be given at the discretion of the in­
structor and , if given , should be scheduled for the last regula class meeting of the term. 
6. Final examinations in courses numbered 4750 or above may be given at the discretion of the 
instructor and , if given, are to conform to the schedule patterns established herein. 
7 .  Final examinations are to be given In all courses unless specitically exempted under the 
provisions of #5 and/or #6 above or by departmental recommendation to, and approved by, the 
't Council on Academic Affairs. 
8 . Students may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without written approval 
of the Dean , Student Academic Services. · · 
9. Instructors may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without written ap­
proval of the department chairperson and Dean of the School or College according to guidelines 
established .by the Vice President for Academic Affairs. 
Samuel J. Taber, Dean 
Student Academic Services 
H o s p i t a l  ( E n t r y  L e v e l  
Programming Positions-Comp. 
Mgmt. Majors. May Grads & 
Alumni or Summer Interns) 
James Knott, Dir. 
Career Plan . & Placement Ctr. 
Fall Semester 
Graduates 
All seniors who expect to 
finish the requirements for the 
B.S.  in Education degree or 
the B.S.  or B.A.  Degree with 
the Education Option at the 
end of the Fall Semester, 
1 986,  are asked to meet at 
3 : 00 p.m.  on Tuesday, April 
2 2 ,  1 986 in the Charleston­
M attoon Rooms of the 
U n iversity U nion . Those 
students unable to attend 
should stop by the Placement 
Center before the scheduled 
meeting . 
If registration for placement 
is delayed one year beyond 
graduation, a fee of $25.00 Is 
charged to register. 
Donald Schaefer, Asst. Dir. 
Career Plsl . & Placenlent Ctr. 
Leeming Dlubllltlea 
Scholarahlp 
The IUinolS · Division of 
Leaming Olsabillties. a dvtslon 
of the Council for Exceptional 
ChHdren, has eatablished a 
$500 scholarship for 1 986-87 
to aasiat learning cleabled 
students who are aucceaafuly 
pursuing· college atudlea. 
Students must be full.time and 
must have completed a 
minimum of 24 aemeeter houla 
of coursework with a "C" 
average. Appllcation forms and 
guidelines may be picked up In 
the Afflnnative Action Office, 
1 06 Old Main, or by calBng 
581 ·5020. Deadline for ap­
plieation la May 25, 1 9l . 
Dr. Judith Anderson, Dir. 
Affirmative Action 
Admlulon to 
TNCher Education 
Students planning to enter 
teacher preparation prognwns . 
should complete a formal 
application to the College of 
Education for Admission to 
Teacher  E d ucation . Ap­
plications will be taken in the 
Buzzard Education Auditorium 
on Wednesday, April 30, 
1 986 at 4 : 00 p.m. Admission 
i nto Teacher Education is 
required before you can 
Student Teach.  Apply now. 
Francis Summers, Chair 
Student Teaching Dept. 
Final Exam 
Changes 
Students who have three 
final examinations scheduled 
for one day may fill out a 
request for a change in the 
office of the Dean, Student 
Academic Services, Main 1 1 6 .  
Forms for requesting a change 
will be available after April 1 4, 
1 986. and must be submitted 
no later than Wednesday, April 
30. Students are discouraged 
from requesting Instructors to 
deviate from the published 
e x am in at io n  s c h e dule . 
Reasons of personal con­
venience such as work, 
transportation arrangements or 
vacation plans, do not con­
stitute ground for approval of 
examination changes. 
Samuet Tllber, Dean 
Student Academic Serv. 
SUmmw f .. 
1 111 
The total · of tuition and 
aervlce fees or a ful-time 
• student who la an lllinoia 
resident wiB be $455. 75 for 
lower-division undergraduate; 
$47 1 . 75 for . upper-dlvlaion 
undergraduate ; and $499. 75 
for graduate. 
DO NOT have checks sent to 
the Unlver8ity. You should 
have the check In hand when 
your complete your early 
enrollment on April 29, April 
30, or May 1 .  
T O  K E E P  C LA S S E S  
SCHEDULED DURING PRE­
ENROLLMENT, · A  STUDENT 
MUST PRESENT FEE BILLS 
TO THE CASHIER APRIL 29,  
30,  OR MAY 1 -EVEN IF NO 
Classified ads Report errors lmmedl•t•ly •t 581 ·281 2. A correct •d will •PPM' In the next edition. Unless notHled, we c•nnot be responslble for •n Incorrect •d •fter its first Insertion. O..dllne 2 p.m. previous d8y. 1 1 A ·  
For Rent ti For Rent T ...... ..._ ___ Fo_r_R_e_n_t For Rent fet ... -=-____ F_o_r_R_e_n_t 'fi For Rent 
furnished apt . 
; close to EIU, 
1 345·475 7 .  
�--:-::---:-4/23 s. Nice house 
home for tv. o 
One mile from 
AL SERVICES. 
4/ 1 8 
�--=s-=-u,..,.M"'"'M E R  
RS N E E D E D !  
PETED. ONLY 
. VERY NICE. 
UTILITIES/ F U R ·  
7th St. 345· 
i-----4/ 1 8 
t For Rent, Five 
, DOUBLE ROOM FOR TWO 
G I R L S , I N  
BEAUTIFU LLY-FURNISHED 
2-STORY HOME FOR SIX. 
$ 1 1 5  EAC H .  1 Y. BLOCKS 
CAMPUS. 345-6 1 28 OR 581 · 
1 bedroom apartment- 7 5 1  
sixth St. $ 1 50- $200.00 some 
utilities, furnished. Call Hank, 
348-8 1 46 .  
________ .3/00 
Excellent furnished apts. for 
four. Close to campus. Ph. 
345-2 7 7 7 .  
2228.  
________ 4/1 8 
1 Male Sub-leaser for ________ 3/00 
summer $60/month . New 2 Br. Apts. , C/A, carpeted, 
Apartments on 7th AC/fur· furnished. Available 8-1 7-86 . 
nished. Call John 348-7989 . Call 345-3222 , after 6 : 00p. m .  . 
4/25 345-9636 . 
Furnished House For Rent, ________ 4/2 1 
Four Gir1s, Laundry Facilities, SUMMER"  SU BLEASERS 
Close to EIU , Lease: 9 or 1 2  NEEDED! 2 Bedroom fur-
month , Available June 1 .  Call n is h e d  apartment . N i c e  
345-35 1 5 o r  348-8837.  Location . ( 1 st St .  behind the 
----�---4/2 1 park. )  Very Reasonable Rent! ! 
W A N T E D !  M A L E  Call 345·6 1 86 or 58 1 ·2939 . 
For Summer; Townhouse, 2 
bedrooms; 1 50-mor:ith , 1 , 2 ,  or 
3 people.  3 month lease. 345· 
6 1 1 5 . 
________ ,4/00 
Nice 3 & 2 bedroom houses 
for 4 , 3 ,  or 2 occupants. Also 
efficiency for 1 .  Available Aug. 
348- 1 442 , days. 
________ 4/00 
1 female subleaser needed 
for summer. Furnished apt. , 
three blocks from campus, . 
A.C.  $ 1 00.00 per month. Call 
345-9469 ask for Missy. 
_______ __;4/ 1 8 1 
Fall leases available: 2 
bedroom 4th, 9th , 1 1 th street. 
No pets. Call 345-9606 . ve Gir1s, Laundry 
tral Air, Close to 
June -1 , Lease: 
S U BLEASER FOR N E W  ________ 4/1 8 , 5/5 
APARTMENTS RENT I S , -----..---------------
N E GOTI ABLE ASK FOR 
�· i th, call 345-35 1 5 7 .  ____ ,4/2 1 SUBLEASERS ROOM. A·C, 
y, NEW APTs 
CHEAP. Call 581 · 
·2944, 348-7575.  
....... ____ 4/25 
1 805- 1 1 th 2-3 
OK $300/mo. 
osit .  Available 
5-68 1 9 for Appt. 
r'---::--:-:--4/2 5 
SCOTT S. 348-7989 , 
________4/23 THE CHOICE IS YOURS!!! 
1 female subleaser needed 
for eight week session. Fur­
nished apt. , three blocks from 
campus. A/C. $ 1 00 per 
month . Call 345-9469 .  Ask for 
Connie. 
________ 4/1 8 
Apartments for men. 1 8 1 2  
9th St. and 2 1  Madison . Some 
available immediately. $70 . 00 VISIT us AT: 916 Woodlawn Drive and up. 345-4846 . M-F 9-6 • Sat. 10-3 • 345·2363 
0 2 persons 
0 3 persons 
0 4 persons 
O S  persons 
or more .... 
r S u b l e a s e r s  
Big House, Sun 
Screened Porch , 
_______ __;4/ 1 8  
New Listi n g : S u m m e r  SELECT YOUR APARTMENT WHILE YOU HAVE A CHOICE! 
( 5 0/mo . ) ,  Fal l ,  furnished . (·aJa4 a:>,04:> moA JaAall!4M 4l!M 48!4 paJO:>s a.-.,noA) 
.Negotiable. Call 
2 Blocks from 
Upstairs for 2 ,  downstairs for _____ ...;. _____ .;....��------..J 
3-4 . 1 609 9th , 345-6800 or 
58 1 -2720.  
________ ,4/2 5 
mpus cllps 
Ch8pel Church of Christ will hold a special 
y" Service, Sunday, April 20 at 2 :00 p.m.  in the 
Church of Christ, 9 1 7 Woodlawn Drive, 345· 
and dinner on grounds. Eve,.Yone Welcome! 
Campus Fellc>Wsh lp will show a slide presentation of 
d Saturday, April 1 9  from 1 0 :00 a. m . -3:00 p.m.  at 
House, 223 1 S. 4th St. All are welcome to attend. 
Omega will  go skating with Big Brothers and Big 
y, April 20 from 6 : 00 p.m. -8:30 p.m. at the Mattoon 
Alt pledges are required to attend. Meet at the Rock. 
Omega will hold a Road Rally Saturday, April 1 9  at 
In Lantz Parking Lot-South . Remember to bring a 
k of gas, and $ 1 .00 per person .  
I Management Association will have a picnic 
ii 1 9  at 1 :00 p . m .  at 1 434 9th Street. All members 
to attend. 
Ups are published daily, free of charge, as a public 
the campus. Clips should be submitted to The Daily 
office by noon one business day before date to be 
(or date of event) . Information should include event, 
soring organization (spelled out - no Greek letter 
) ,  date, time and place of event, plus any other 
ation. Name and phone number of submitter must 
. Clips containing conflicting or confusing information 
run if submitter cannot be contacted .  Clips will be 
e available.  Clips submitted after noon of deadline 
be guaranteed publication . Clips will be run one day 
event. No clips will be taken by phone. 
of the pen--------
EARLY DENTtSTRY 
BLOOM COUNTY 
Doonesbury 
I 
. M jxE[\ ootltS 
1 ·4 summer subleasers 
needed for nice, clean, 2 
bedroom apt. A·C,  laundry & 
balcony. 1 block from campus. 
CHEAP RENT. CALL 345· 
6684. 
. 
________ 4/1 8 
SUBLEASER NEEDED! May 
to August. One bedroom. Low 
bills. Privacy. 1 or 2 people.  
Call 345-6708. 
Two bedroom unfurnished 
Apt. for Fal l ;  Water and gar­
bage pickup furnished. For 
more info call 1 ·543-2408. . 
4100 
Single room for gir1 , summer 
only. 1 Y. blocks from E . 1 . U . ,  
$ 1 2 5/month util includ. 348· 
1 654.  
________ 4/23 
HOUSES AND APTS. Fall or 
summer. RENTAL SERVICES. 
345-3 1 00 .  
-.-
=
-=-=-=-.-.-.-.�.-.-.-.-.-.-l511:5;::;
_.
iiii�iiiii::::i4l1 1 8 
Carr NOTICE ! � � Sign a�o;t . iU 
-
Now 
see Why Regency is  #1 
New carpet 
or 
New Furn iture 
(for 1 986-87) 
The choice � YOURS !  
Hrs . 9 · 5  M · F ,  1 1  · 4  Sat. 3 4 5 - 9 1 0 5 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
AVO!l7 7HIH?/.JSH, 
FOU<S! a&AN 
OiJT YOUR f1!73KS 
NOW! ' .,,,, � 
8UT Fl�ST PLV6 
YER NOSES,-rtflS 
SOYS t4EAt> 5t1E 
LllCE A COMPOST · HEAP! 
· .. :-� 
- y 
Friday's 
1 2A Aprll 1 8, 1 986 Classlfled ads 
Report error• Immediately at 511-211% 
will appear In the next edition. U..... 
cannot be responsible for an Incorrect 
lnaertlon. Deadline 2 p.m. previous clay. 
fi) For Rem 
House for Rent . 1 Blk from 
.;ampus. For 6 or 7 girls . .  Call 
Fred 348-78 70. 
__ :...._ _____ 4/24 
For Rent School ye.ar 86-8 7 .  
One o r  two bedroom and one 
bedroom apartments . 4 1 5  
Harrison . Call 348-5032 . 
________ 4/25 
House. 4 private bedrooms 
remodeled kitchen & bath 2 
showers · fully insulated ex­
cellent condition low utilities 
348- 1 750. 
________ 4/00 
FOUR GIRLS ,  $ 1 05 each. 
Furnished 2 bedrooms. New 
carpet. 904 Y2 7th St. 345-
7286. 
________ 4/2 1 
Two :bedrom furnished 
apartment , near campus for fall 
and spring . $300. Call 345-
7 1 7 1 between 1 0- 1 1 and 5-7 . 
________ 4/00 
For 1 986-87 school year, 
furnished house w/ 2 apts. 
Each apt . houses 4 -5 
student s ·1 block from 
campus. Call 345-340 1 from 
7:30a.m.  - 5 :00p.m .  After 
5 :00p.m.  call 345-2263 or 
348-885 1 .  
________ 4/2 1 
2 SUMMER SUBLEASERS 1 
B EDROOM APT. AC/LOW 
UTILITIES WILL S U P P LY 
DISHES ,  PANS & KITCHEN 
APPLIANCES . CHEAP RENT. 
CLOSE . TO CAMPUS. 348-
0053. 
--------4/ 1 8  N E E D E D :  S u m m e r  
subleasers for Oldetowne 
Apartments. 2 bedroom, 4 
person. Call Mike 58 1 -2003. 
________ 4/1 8 
MALE S U B L E AS E R  
N E E DED F O R  S U M M E R  
Furnished apt., 2 bedrooms, 
A/C, faundry facilities. 1 st 
month free! Call 348-5886. 
--------·412 1 Female Summer subleasers 
wanted.A-C, Good condition, 
$60 Month. 345-6846 . 
____ _ ____ 4/25 
CARYLE APTS STUDENTS; 
3 convenient locations, 1 and 
2 bedrooms, furnished or 
unfurnished; 9 or 1 2  mo. 
lease; rent starting as low as 
$ 1 20-mo. each. 348-7746.  
________ 4/00 
SUMMER SUBLEASER(S) 
N EEDED FOR NICE,  FUR­
NISHED , PNE .BEDROOM 
APARTMENT LOCATED V ERY 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS .  R ENT 
NEGOTIABLE. CALL 345-
1 694.  
________ 4/24 
Three bedroom furnished 
apartment for three, students 
only,  near campus . Two baths, 
garage,  washer/dryer. No 
parties. $360 . Call 345-7 1 7 1  
from 1 0- 1 1 or 5 -7. 
________ 4/00 
Mature students-extra large 
nice · apartment, 1 06 W. 
Jackson .  Available Aug . 1 6 . 2 
bedrooms/2 singles or couple, 
dining room , laundry, lots of 
closet space. $300/month 
345- 7 2 8 6 .  
________ 4/2 1 
31313-3 bedrooms , 3 
people, $300onth. June 1 -
Aug. 1 5 . 1 Y. blocks from 
campus, A/C , really nice. 345-
7 286 . 
________ 4/2 1 
F I V E  G I R L S , $ 1 2 0 
ea.::h/month 1 05 1  7th St . ,  
furnished. 3 bedrooms, A/C, 
laundry , very low utilities, Aug. 
1 0 . 345-7286 .  
·--------,-4/2 1 SUMMER S U BLEAS E RS :  
NEED TWO GIRLS FOR 
FURNISHED APA RTMENT.  
PARK PLACE EAST, ACROSS 
F R O M  U N I O N .  R E N T 
NEGOTIABLE . PLEASE CALL 
3 4 5·45 1 7. NEED TO GET RID 
OF-PLEASE HELP .  
________ 4/2 1 
OLD TOWNE 2 bedroom, 2 
people, Summer term. Call 
Steve 348-8263 or Steve 
3 4 5-9328 . 
4/22 
�� ... ____ F_o_r_S_al_e 
ROMANS T-SHIRTS ARE 
HERE. ONLY $7. CALL J . R .  
A T  345-7 1 43. 
________ 4/24 
Yamaha FG 345 acoustic 
guitar with case. Excellent 
Cond. $ 1 00.00. 348- 1 578.  
________ 4/1 8 
�� ... ____ Fo_r_S_a_le 
Motorcycle . 1 98 1 -Yama­
ha , 400-Special I I, 6, 1 00 
miles, with safety helmet. 
Excellent condition . $450.00.  
348-5654 .  
____ ___ 4/2 1 
1 9 78 K A W . K Z - 4 0 0  
$250.00. CALL WADS 348-
5253.· 
________ 4/1 8  
A pair of speakers. 1 20 
watts each. Asking $300 or 
best offer . Must see . Call 348-
0775.  
________ 4/ 1 8  
1 982 Kawasaki 650 CSR 
7 4XX miles, needs spring tune 
up. Runs great otherwise 
fairing, elec. start, back rest. 
$ 1 600 or best offer. Call 345· 
1 026 after 1 Oa .m.  
________ 4/28 
Sturdy bunkbed loft. fits any 
dorm . Selling CHEAP!  Call 
5203. 
________ 4/ 1 8  
1 976 Ford Granada, Air 
Conditioning, good condition, 
$950 . Call 58 1 -5547. 
________4/ 1 8  
Are you going to take the 
GAE? I have two study books· 
Carol 345-6 7 79 .  
_______ __;4/2 1 
Bunk Bed ,  new . High quality 
steel. Must see . Call. 58 1 · 
2939 . 
________ .4/25 
2522 S. 5th , Sat . 8 : 30- 1 1 ;  
Sun 2-4. Complete workshop, 
power tools , socket sets, 
misc. elec. items . Rain or 
shine- A L L  Must go ! 
Household/Patio Furn: sofa 
table, benches; rd . dinette set; 
leather chair/otto; more ! 
Written bids on piano, some 
Furn. 
________ 4/ 1 8  
BETAMAX R ECORDER FOR 
SALE 
.
$250 OR BEST OF FER 
CALL:  58 1 -3 1 32 .  
________ 4/ 1 8  
Bunk Beds good condition 
$25 Call 5789 . .., 
________ 4/2 1 
1 96 6  Star Mobil home, 1 0  x 
50, 2 bedroom, $800. Call 
after 6p.m. 348-5357. 
________4/23 
" High STEPP E R "  white 
boots. Used for Flag Corp Size 
9-$ 1 5 .00. Call 58 1 -5 1 92 .  
________4/22 
Sanyo fridge 1 yr . old .$85 
great shape call Mike 58 1 ·  
5596 . 
-----�--4/1 8 
For Sale : Dorm Size 
refrigerator. "$50.  Call 58 1 · 
2306 and ask for Chris . 
________4/2 1 
1 976 KZ900LTD, LOTS OF 
C H ROME. FIRST $ 1 300.00 
TAKES IT. CALL DAN 5 8 1 · 
5659 .  
________ 4/24 
1 985 Nitehawk 450,  1 , 300 
mftes. mint . Asking $ 1 400. 
348-078 1 Karl .  
. _______ 4/24 
For Sale : Beach front 
property, conveniently located 
between Eygpt and Algeria. 
Lots of room for improvement· 
expansion . Bomb damage 
· minimum. Interested contact 
Uncle Ronny . 
________ 4/ 1 8  
MUST SELL-1 982 SUZUKI 
GN250 82,000 miles, Good 
condition $600. Call 348-
0309. 
________ .4/22 
Pepper Queen size water 
bed. Complete with custom 
headboard . Must sell 1 50 .00 
or best. 348-8882. 
________ 4/2 1 
Stereo : GE AM/FM, trun­
table, 2 speakers 3 yrs .  old. 
Includes 36 tapes FRE E !  $50 
negotiable . Call after 6 :00p.m.  
348-0473-Ask for Linda. 
________4/23 
E X C E L L E N T  T R A N ·  
SPORTATION :  1 97 7  DATSON 
8 1 0, P R O F F E S I O N A LLY 
REBUILT E NGINE AND MANY 
NEW PARTS .  MUST SELL 
$500.00 .  MARK 348-8434. 
________ 4/1 8  
Lost/found 
MISSING FROM YELLOW 
F IR E B I R D  P A R K E D  AT 
LAWSON TUES : NIGHT (4-1 4) 
brown tape case with tapes. 
Very high sentimental value. 
P l e a s e  r e t u r n . N O 
QUESTIONS ! Cash reward! 
Call Cheri 345- 1 307 . 
________ 4/2 1 
:P Lost/Found 1:;;:11 Announcements a::;:) Announcements 
Lost: Gold chain necklace in 
Lantz weight room on March 
2 0 .  $ 2 5  r e w a r d - n o  
questions. C..all 348-59 1 5 .  
_______ .,....,....4/ 1 9  LOST: Brown Tri-fold leather 
wallet, very messy! Has I .D's 
of Kevin Wagner . If found call 
Cow at 345-7 1 43. 
________ 4/ 1 8  
LOST: 35mm Ricoh camera 
and blue tarmanac case on Sat . 
night, if found please call Julie 
58 1 -5 1 52 .  
--=-=----::-::-4/ 1 8 -Found-3 keys on distinctive 
key ring outside of Library on 
4/1 3. Please call to identify. 
Ask for Tim or leave a 
message. 234-3035 . 
....,... _______ 4/2 1 
Lost : Prescription reading 
glasses in tan vinyl case . Call 
2028 or 590 1 . 
________ 4/2 1 
LOST: Dorm key on Sigma 
P h i  E p s i l o n  k e y  
ring-somewhere in/around 
Union. Call 5668 or send to 
Carman. 
________ .4/2 1 
L O S T  T U E S . N I G H T ,  
KRACK E RS, CALVIN K LEIN 
JEAN JACKET. REWARD IF 
R E TU R NE D ,  PLEASE AT 
LEAST R ETURN KEYS & 
l .D . 's .  58 1 -2 1 37. 
---....------·4/2 1 
LOS1: black case containing 
around 8 computer disks, 
please contact Jeff at 348-
7654.  
________ 4/22 
Found eyeglasses outside 
Coleman hall. Please come 
claim at Eastern News. 
________4/22· 
FOUND: a pair of eyeglasses 
by Lawson hall . Please come 
and claim at Eastern News. · 
________.4/22 
F O U ND :  in Union Tl 
calculator . Claim at Student 
Gov. office . 
----------=4/22 LOST: Blue . Eddie Bauer 
Back Pack. Logic book, keys, 
and important folders. Reward 
please contact. 58 1 -5 1 23 .  
--------4/22 
LOST: Jacket with Eastern 
Illinois soccer on the back and 
Cathy on the front. If found 
PLEASE call Cathy at 2209 . 
--------�/22 
LOST : Key-ring with room 
key. mailbox key, 2 car keys, & 
a gold ornamental skeleton 
key. If found ,  please call 5 8 1  · 
3 1 53.  
________ 4/22 
a::;:). Announcrmrncs 
X-TRA ROMANS PARTY ! 
SAT. A PRIL 1 9  AT ROCS. $3 
ALL-U-CAN-DRINK.  9- 1 2 . 
________4/1 8 
R O M A N S  S A T U R D A Y  
N I G H T  A T  ROCS. 9- 1 2  
ALL-UC AN-DRINK.  Quarter 
beers 1 2· 1 . 
________ 4/1 8 
BAR BAND AID SATURDAY 
N O O N - M I D N IT E  A T  
SPRING HAVEN MUST B E  2 1  . 
________4/ 1 8  
Party:  Sigma Tau Gamma 
house Friday night. 
________ 4/1 8  
B A R  BAND A I D-LIV E 
B A NDS , B E E R - $ 6 .00 AT 
DOOR-SPRINGHAVEN, 4 Ml.  
SO. CHAR LESTON RT. 1 6 . 
NOON-MIDNIGHT-BE THE­
RE. ( MUST BE 21 ). 
-------,--4/ 1 8  LOVE , ROMANCE ,  AND 
THE VOLCANOE DANCE. 
Jimmy Buffett Beach Party 
Saturday night April 1 9, 9 : 30. 
Bring l . D . 's Fat Alberts , 
Mattoon. 
________ 4/ 1 8  
P H I  S I G M A  S I G M A  
P Y R A M I D  T E A M, T H IS 
SATURDAY IS IT. ALL THE 
HARD WORK PAYS OFF 
NOW. GET READY, USE 
THOSE KEY WORDS,  AND 
WIN!WIN!WIN!  KAR L & VAN.  
________.4/1 8  
Clint-Let's have another 
great weekend. I love you! 
Love, Sharon. 
________ 4/1 8 
A L L  S O R OITIES GET 
READY FOR THE · THIRD 
ANNUAL SIGMA CHI-PHI 
SIGMA KAPPA GREEK WEEK 
PARTY . THIS SATURDAY 
NIGHT AT THE PHI SIG 
HOUSE .  
------�-4/1 8 
YEAR E ND BEACH BREAK 
only $99 for a week at Fort 
Walton Beach, South Padre 
lslan and Daytona Beach ! 
Hurry, call Sunchase Tours for 
more information toll free 1 -
800-32 1 -59 1 1 TODAY! When 
that last test is over . . .  Break for 
the beach with Sunchase! 
-----��-4/25 
P H I  S I G M A  S I G M A  
C O A C H E S :  T H A NKS S O  
M U C H  FOR A L L  T H E  TIME 
YOU PUT IN FOR US ! WE 
R E A LLY APPREC IATE IT! 
Love, Phi Sigma Sigma. 
________4/ 1 8  
D e l t a  Z e t a  R u n n e r s , 
Congrats on a great job . Boy , 
could you guys move . Love, 
Your Sisters. 
________ 4/ 1 8  
Sherry Whitley-Looking 
f o r w a rd t o  a G R E A T  
W E EK E ND !  E .S . L. 
________ 4/ 1 8  
PHI SIGMA SIGMA TUGS : 
Y O U . R E  G R E A T !  Y O U  
P ULLED WELL!  JUST THINK :  
NO MORE P RACTICES ! 
________4/1 8 
Congratulations Phi Gamma 
Nu pledges on your activation! 
We are all so proud of you ! 
Love the Phi Garn Crew. 
________4/ 1 8  
Ruby , Thanks for all your 
help this year. The Delta Sigs. 
--------=--:4/ 1 8  ALP H G A M  P Y R A M ID 
TEAM : Run quick, build quick 
and win quick! Love, Your 
Sisters. 
________ 4/ 1 8  
TARTUFFE tickets on sale 
now at the Fine Arts Ticket 
Office. Phone 58 1 -31 1 0 for 
reservations! 
________ 4/22 
G R E EK S I N G  C OP I ES 
$ 1 0.00 if you bring tape. 
$ 1 6 .00 if I furnish tape. Great 
idea for Mothers Day or just for 
memories. Call 348-7568 ask 
for Larry . You'll LOVE it. 
________4/ 1 8  
SATURDAY AT ROC'S: 
ROMA N'S PARTY . $3.00 ALL· 
U-CAN·DRINK 9- 1 2 .  Quarter 
beers 1 2- 1 . Romans T-shirts 
only $ 7 .  
________ 4/1 8 
Sigma Tua Gamma would like 
to see all Greeks Friday night 
at our house for fun and 
frolicking. 
________ 4/ 1 8  
FMA Picnic Sat . 1 :00 4 · 1 9 ,  
1 434 9th . A l l  members 
welcome. 
-------=-=--4/ 1 8  U n i v e r s i t y  S O F T B A L L  
TOU RNA MENT Sponsered by 
Sigma Pi , April 26 Sat . , 27 
Sun . ,  1 st ,  2nd , 3rd place T·  
SHIRTS & 1 st TROPHIE.  Lantz 
1 5 , 35 per team . Call Mark 
348-0007 or Ted 345-9523 
for details. 
________ 4/1 8 
B E E R ,  B A N D S ,  
B E LLIGERENC E !  SAT .  NOON· 
MIDNITE AT SPRINGHAVEN.  
MUST B E  2 f .  TICKETS 
AVAILABLE AT THE UP· 
TOWNER.  
________ 4/1 8 
Have a Happy birthday 
tomorrow Mary McGowan! 
Love, The roses of STG.  
________.4/ 1 8  
GOOD LUCK SIG - KAP 
OBSTACLE TEA M ! !  YOUR 
SISTERS WILL BE CHEERING 
YOU ON A LL THE WAY! 
________4/1 8 
M I K E  M A D I G A N :  
Congratulations on becoming 
the new STUDENT BODY 
PRESIDENT! We are very 
proud of you. The DELTS . 
________4/1 8  
A LPHA GAM OBSTACLE 
TEA M :  Keep your spirit up and 
win those races! 
________ 4/ 1 8  
PHI  SIGMA SIGMA : Can't 
wait for tonight! We're gonna 
have FUN! 
________ 4/1 8 
Come to the Anti-Khadafy 
bash. 9:00 PM Sat . night H.Q.  
9 5 1  6th st . BE THERE. 
4/1 8 
C H R ISTINE TR E:. -S E L ,  
You've been TARTUFFEDI 
Good Luc k . . . .  remember 
you've got other Fish to Fry! 
Love, Debbie, Eileen, & Carol. 
________ 4/1 8 
J . R .  AND COW: Are you 
ready to party? Don't forget the 
highchair and sewing kit! HA 
HA,  LErS PARTY! 
________ 4/1 8 
P H I  S I G M A  S I G M A  
PYRAMID TEAM & SUPERIOR 
COACHING EQUAL V ICTORY ! 
________ 4/ 1 8  
Matt-Too bad you don't owe 
us some shots- we'll do 
shotguns instead. Glad you 
made it . Love, Sharon. 
________4/ 1 8  
Hey bubbles! You got a 
classy act. Sex in front of a 
c;:rowd, Bag Ladie II? you pimp! 
________4/ 1 8  
A LL SOROR ITIES A R E  
INVITED TO PARTY WITH THE 
MEN OF SIGMA CHI AND ?HI 
SIGMA KAPPA AT OU R THIRD 
A N N U A L  G R E EK W E EK 
P A RTY T H IS SATURDAY 
NIGHT. 
________ 4/ 1 8  
Red 1 98 3  GPZ 305 
Motorcycle, $850 .00 or best 
offer. Call 348-5527. 
--------.,,-4/ 1 8  Delta Zeta DREAMGIRLS:  
Thanks for al l  of  the hard work 
you put into GREEK SING ! You 
guys made the show come to 
LIF E ! !  We're both very proud 
of your performance but more 
than that-we're proud to have 
you as friends and sisters . You 
g u y s  r e a l l y  a r e  
D R EAMGIRLS ! ! !  Love , Bean & 
Cathy . 
________ 4/1 8 
PHI  SIGMA SIGMA OB· 
STA C L ES :  GOOD L U C K  
TODAY! LIFT THOSE LEGS . 
PASS THAT BALL , DO THOSE 
C ARTWHE ELS AND CRAWL 
ON THE GROUND!  
________ 4/ 1 8  
LISA BERO, Congratulations 
on winning Greek Queen. You 
lobked great. Have a super 
week . Delta Zeta Love , Your 
Sisters. 
________ 4/ 1 8  
MISSION POSSIBLE You 
have a mission in life. To 
graduate from college and get 
on with your life. The National 
Guard has a mission also. To 
Guard our state and nation in 
time of emergency. You can 
help ·us with our mission, . . .  and 
we can help you with yours by 
giving you-Free College 
T u i t i o n - E d u  c a  i t o  n a l  
S t i p e n d - P a r t  t i m e  
pay-Summer job-Enlistment 
bonus . So . . .  consider vour 
mission . . .  and make it poss.iole . 
For info call 2 58-638 1 or Toll 
Free 1 -800-2 5 2-2 972 . 
________ 4/ 1 8  
ALPHA PHI 'S HAVE A 
FANTASTIC WEEK ! 
________ 4/ 1 8  
A L P H A  P H I ' S  T A STE 
GREEK WEEK '86 ! 
________ 4/ 1 8  
ALPHA PHI 'S-GOOD LUCK 
IN ALL YOUR EVENTS! 
________ 4 / 1 8 
Riders wanted : Road Trip to 
Tripoli , Libya . Leaving Friday 
3p.m. 4/ 1 8/86 . Interested 
persons meet in front of Booth 
Library where " Peace Fest" 
was held.  See historic U . S .  
military sites! B e  first o n  
campus t o  cross infamous line 
of Death . 
________ 4/1 8 
ALL MARY KAY PRODUCTS 
DISCOUNTED ! CALL C HRIS 
345-6708 . 
________ 5/5 
Hey Puffer! So you say it's 
your birthday !?! Well, alright 
already! We know! Be berry 
qwiet, we're hunting WAB­
BITS !  Yeah , that's the ticket . 
But Roxanne, you've got to 
keep your cloths on , no matter 
how hot it gets. And no, we 
can't stop and sleep, even for 
just a little while. Quit abusing 
Otis with your head, he's had a 
BAD day! Golly GOONEY GOO 
GOO Lori, stay out of the 
foyer! !  Remember, champagne 
bottles don't make good head 
bands, and manic depressives 
are fun to play with, but don't 
take 'em home. Even with your 
B.O. , Madonna never glittered 
like you sweets. 131Z , BUZ, 
BOOZE.  We love you! ! Happy 
1 9th Birthday, Lori Linnette 
Huffmaster. Your Wonderful 
Wackos on 3rd.  
________ 4/ 1 8  
Trish, Happy 1 9th Birthday. I 
hope you have fun in Cham­
paign. I will miss you. Love, 
Eric Jay . 
________ 4/ 1 8  
PHI  SIGMA SIGMA : GET 
PSYCHED FOR TONIGHT! 
1rs GONNA BE FUN!  
________ 4/1 8  
Don't forget 
this week! 
Wednesday to 
appreciate all 
NOBLE'S FL 
Across form the 
Call 345-7007.  
J O H N  WI 
Delta Zeta relay 
to thank you for 
dedication! V 
coach! 
P H I  S I G M  
C O NGRATS 
GREEK SING 
G O O D  L 
WEEKEND ! ! LO 
I want to 
MADIGAN 
PARTY-you 
job ! and I know 
your hard work 
Black. 
Loving, 
couple inter 
an infant. If 
considering 
a d o p ti o n .  
C O LLECT 3 
after 4 : 30 
respected . 
Friday's 
Classified ads 1'eport errors .......... ..., _. 111-211 2. A oon9Ct ed wlA ....... In the nut ........ .,.... nolllled, -c:ennot be r 11p 11'181b1e for .,. lnil::orNcl.ad attar Ila ftrat lnMrtton. Deadllna 2 p.m. ,,..... day. 1 3A 
<J; Announccmcn1s <}1 Announc�m�nts <}'"� Announccmcn1s <}! A nno��ls <J Announccmcms 
AN I have 
get ready sooo 
Ing. You look 
DARLING. 
ng active. Pt1i 
C O M E  ! E N  J 0 Y ! H appy B i rthday Steve Therapist Burkett, Congrats TARTUFFE opens tonight at CHIP BRADY, If only I had 
CELEBRATE! at Celebration Golding! Love, The Roses of on the new job· go and cure 8 p.m.  in the Fine Arts Theatre· known how wonderful secret 
'86 · Tenth Annual Festival of STG · those clients! ! Your Ed Psych - don't miss this classic comedy! admirers could be, Six months 
the Arts on campus April 24· 4/1 8 buddies. 4/ 1 8  ago I would have written you 
2 7 .  PARTY 9 5 1  6th St. Come 4/ 1 8 PHI SIGMA SIGMA OB· secretly! 
·e. _______4/1 8 one Come All . 9 P M  ALL SOROITIES AND ALL STACLES: YOU 'VE WORKED ________ 4/ 1 8  
B E E R ,  B A N D S , SATURDAY. FRATERNITIES: GOOD LUCK HARD, NOW LETS WIN! FUN! MARC McMULLEN: Hang in 
B E L L I G E R E N C E !  S A T .  4/ 1 8  IN THIS WEEKEND AC· 4/1 8 there· hell week is almost over! 
N O O N � M I D N I T E  A T  Let's have an April shower to TIVITIES! SEE YOU ALL AT Kim Brooks, Happy Birthday! Have a super weekend .  Love 
SPRINGHAVEN. MUST BE 2 1 . clear up the air. The May UNITY!  LOVE, THE ALPHA Hope you have a great day! and Miss you ! ! !CRISTIN.  
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE flowers Should be blooming GAl'v'IS. Save some partyin' for the river 
UPTOWNER. bright with all the down pours 4/1 8 S at u r d a y  N i g h t !  Lo v e ,  
_______ 4/1 8 we have encountered. I plege L O R I  L O C K M A N :  Brooksie. 
M I K E R I O R D A N : a dozen roses to you for your Congratulations on winning the _______ 4/ 1 8  
Congratulations on winning the Birthday to be delivered on the Senate elections. We are all Classified advertisements 
RESIDENCE HALL DISTRICT! day of "our" salvation . Your sis very proud of you !  Love, your are a great way to show a 
The DELTS. D ALPHA GAM sisters. friend you care. 
________ -4/ 1 8 ______ ___;h-00 
·tudents - Parents - Friends 
Business Opportunity Available 
FOR RENT 
1 ,  000 sq . ft.- Prime Real Estate 
Location: University Village 
(Across from Old Main) 
ewly remodeled • Available July 1 
�all (21 7) 345-4600 • Ask For Ira 
PURPH ­
PASSIDNATE 
Add passion to 
your punch with 
Everclear 190 
proof grain 
alcohol 
EIRCLEAR 
AlCOHOl 
MRCLEAR POmR 
)u8t like it's pictured above. It's full-<iolor, measuring 15" x 22". Only $3.00! 
MRCLEAR T-SHIRT 
All shown in poster above. It's purple with red and white EVERCLEAR logo in 
100% cotton. It comes with a full crew neck-crealive alleralions are up to you! 
0Ny $4.95! 
Send a check, money order or use 0 MastelCard or 0 VIS& 
i.Account # Elpiiell ____ _ 
:Pleue send me -- S 0 M 0 L 0 XL 0 "Purple Passionate" T-shin(s) 
ll11dlor Eveiclear postel{s) for a total of $ _· __ _ 
Mo. state residents add 4% sales tu. 
Name _________________ _ Jlddiass ________________ _ Cily ________ Slate ____ 2'.ip ___ _ Signllure ________________ _ 
Mail ID: "Purple Passionate" 7 1 0  
500 Third Avenue West. 
Seattle, WA 98119 
Posters &hipped wilhin• 48 hams, allow 4 ID 6 weeks delivery for T-shirts. Offer good in US. 
Cl\ly. offer void where prohibited by law. No proclucl purchase necessary. Everclear boltlecl 
by World Wide Distilled ProdUCIS Company, St. Louis, MO 63139. Everclear, the ultimate 
mixer, use in moderation. l10t intended for consumptioa unless mixed wilh non-aloaholic 
beverages. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Be an early bird ! 
________41 1 e 
Happy birtr.day , Di ' We all 
hope you have a great 2· 1 . 
Sorry the city of Chuck closed 
your bar now that you 're legal . 
Be good.  Love , the composing 
gang.  
___ ___ _ _ _  _4 · 1 8  
Catch a l l  the latest news 
in The Daily Eastern News. 
1 4A 
Tracksters 
sprint into 
home meet 
Eastern's men's and women'.s track 
teams will host the EIU Invitational at 
I p.m. Friday and Saturday at O'Brien 
Stadium. 
Both men's coach Neil Moore and 
women's coach John Craft are excited 
about having a home meet. 
"This should be a very good meet," 
Moore said. "There should be about 
I 0 teams here, and this will be a regular 
NCAA meet, but will have no team 
scoring." . 
Sophomore Jim Maton will anchor 
t h e  Panthers. Maton set a school 
. record in the 800-meier run last 
"weekend with a time of I :49. 7. 
Eastern's other primary hopes come 
from sprinter Ian Isaacs, hammer­
throw record holder Larry Thoen­
nissen and shot putter Dan Matas . 
.,. The Lady Panthers will be paced by 
middle distance runner Lauren Lynch, 
sprinter Tracy Olawumi and shot 
putter Valeta Strickland. 
Lynch is coming off a third-place 
finish in the 800-meter run at 2: 12. 94 in 
the Murray State Invitational. 
· � "We're not doing anything different 
to prepare for this meet," Craft said. 
"We've been having a little more 
emphasis on speed, but other than that 
we're not making any changes.''· 
SoftbalL_trom page 1 6  
we won't prepare any differently than 
· for any other game." 
Marquis hopes· to split the pitching ... between sophomores Zam Mogill and 
Sara Karcher. Mogill is the team's No. 
I hurler with an impressive 0.43 ERA 
before pitching a one-hitter at DePaul 
on Wednesday. Karcher had a 2 .25 
ERA entering Wednesday's game. 
Freshman Mary Jo McCarthy (.370 
before DePaul) kads a successful 
offensive attack batting clean-up for 
the Panthers, 
Eastern's power-hitter . sophomore 
Angel Lendvay has been in the lead-off 
position recently and Marquis feels 
comfortable with leaving her there. 
J unior Kathy Range has also had 
success with sacrifice bunts, Marquis 
said. 
" The top (of the order) ail the way 
to the sixth are hitting tough right now. 
The bottom is a little inconsistent, "  
Marquis said. " There's not a lot of 
s •rategy in our batting order," 
Marquis said. "Who knows who's 
going to be first up next inning. It's 
p-;y1:hological .  
" Karcher has also been coming up 
w i t h  extra-base hits which is not her 
u�ua i , "  Marquis said. "But we'll take 
1 hem when we can ge't them.'' 
PITCHERS 
1 .50 1 -3 p. m. 
Moosehead Glasses 
1 7  oz.-$1 .00 
Keep the Glass 
Friday, April 1 8 , 1 986 
. �0 *'IJ.�- . . � '?J�'O Join all of us at the Subway on -��:: ..... 
· Tuesday, April 22 , for a night of top 
quality comic entertainment coupled 
with a top area rock-n-roll band . 
This is one event that you 
won't want to iniss! ! 
Show starts at 8 pm fn the 
SUBWAY - admission is FREE! 
11����:". 
"Changi ng the Way America Goes to College" 
- :.. :.· · 
--· - -· - -
- ---:-- ::--- -· 
NOW RENTING 
New 3 & 4 Bedroom Town Homes 
·Single .Occupancy $1 50per month 
Across from C ampus 
New applia nces Inclu ding : 
Microwave 
Dishwasher 
G arb age Dispos al 
Oven Range 
Refrigerator 
Washer & Dryer 
348-1 323 
Dec k off Living R 
Completely c·arpe 
2 1 / 2 B aths 
C able TV 
Curtains & Rods 
Central Heat & A· 
Reserve yours for Augu st  today 
OFFICE LO C ATION : 
Lincoln Plaza O FFICE H O URS : Monday - S  
655 West Lincoln , Su ite • 4 
C h arleston , IL 6 1 920 
Fol low the Panthers in The Daily Eastern News. 
Eastern News Friday, April 1 8 , 1 986 f SA 
AMCU set awaits 
ggers at Western 
pping its recent losing 
a double-header sweep of 
te Wednesday, Eastern will 
acomb for a pivotal four­
CU-8 weekend series with 
"nois . 
is crucial for the Panthers, 
and 1 -3 in the AMCU-8, 
to qualify for the AMCU-
n tournament . 
big series," Eastern coach 
itt said. "We've got to put 
rs on the board.  
important from the 
ofa rain-out . We must play 
If of our 1 2  conference 
be eligible for the tour­
ou could be 5-0, but -you 
if you haven't played six 
1 1 - 1 2  overall and 3-1 in 
action, possesses a youth-
START YOUR . 
laden squad. 
"We're very young," Western coach 
Dick Pawlow said. "We'll start five 
sophomores and a freshman in the 
field .  Our pitching staff is primarily all 
freshmen and sophomores.'' 
Both teams display potent hitting 
attacks.  Eastern is batting . 3 1 0  with 20 
home runs .  Western is hitting .304 with 
25 homers. 
Catcher Tim Torricelli leads the 
Panthers with a . 383 average, four 
homers and 32 RBI . Centerfielder 
Kevin Smith adds a . 3 77 average, 1 5  
doubles and 22 RBI . 
Wes tern is paced by infielder Dave 
Martin, a former teammate of 
Torricelli at Springfield High School. 
Martin carries a .425 average . 
McDevitt tabbed Dave Goodhue, if 
healthy, · and Mike Steinkamp as 
starters for Saturday's games. Right­
handers Bill Jose and Jim Wilkins will 
likely start in Sunday's double-header. 
GREEK WEEKEND 
RIGHT A T  
JERRY'S PU B 
0 SlAM M ERS • $2.00 PITCHERS 
BODLE BEER • 5oc DRAFTS 
.00 M IXED DR IN KS • $ 1 .00 SEAG RAM S COOLERS 
CHOS • 25c POOL TAB LES 
THIS SA TURDA Y ONL Y FROM 9AM- 6 PM 
CORNER Of 4th It LINCOLN . 
Cllristia11 C8Illpus 
f ellowsl?ip 
Presents 
·�\�: �� ·· Seminar in 
· . · · · . .  - Biblical 
1 
Archaeology 
by Phil Young 
Featuring: 
Slides , artifacts and lecture 
Mr. Young has traveled 
the Holy Land extensively 
and has been involved 
in numerous archaeological 
excavations . 
Saturday, April 19 
10-12 a.m. and 1-3 p.m. 
the Christian Campus House 
223 1 4th St . 
PHI GAMMA NU 
would like to 
congratulate 
Erin Mulligan 
Chris Pitstick 
Karla Schmitz 
Mary Bost _ 
A ngie Fitton 
Jon Jetel 
Gary Krohn Cindy Soehlin 
Penny Toennies 
Pete Wanserski · 
Patricia Watson 
Mike Trausch 
Mary Ellen LaCien 
Jo A nn Lehner · 
Kim Mueller 
on their Activation 
· Love, the 
PHI GAM CREW 
�Hl�!GO STUDENTS 
HA VB A SUMMBR 
. JOB YBT? 
Work for Olsten 
Temporary Services 
this sutrimer and 1· · receive these benefits 
• High pay rates 
I • Experience in high tech I office environment or 
I light industrial 
I • Learn new skills & get paid 
i • Take time off during summer 
I • Secure a job ?uring I school vacation 
I •· Graduates work temporary 
I while looking for 
Call the Olsten Office 
nearest your home 
. Downtown/Loop Northern Suburbs 
1 23 W .. Madison Ave. 43.0 Touhy 
Chicago, I L  60602 Park Ridge, I L  60068 
(31 2) 782-1 01 4 
West/Northwest Suburbs 
1 699 E. Woodfield �d. 
Schau mbu rg, I L  601 95 
(31 2) 843-731 3 
I I .. , . a I 
I 
1. 
·� 
Friday's-
1 6A 
Netters sound ly blast 
-Metros in home match 
By CINDY BEAKE said. 
Staff writer Simon defeated the Metros' Brett 
Despite the cool temperatures Emmanuel 6-4 , 6- 7, 6-4. 
Thursday, Eastern's men's tennis . team Junior Mark Matijasevich, in the 
soundly defeated Indiana University- No. 4 position, beat Bruce Laughlin in 
Purdue University at Indianapolis 7-2 straight sets 6-2, 6-0 . 
at Weller Courts .  Senior David Brown is  "still playing 
With Thursday's victory over aggressive," Bennett said. 
l U PUI, the Panthers raised their Brown, in the No . 5 position, 
record to 8-6, which includes their defeated David Poore in straight sets 6-
spring trip record of 5-2 .  4 ,  6-3 .  . 
Junior John Suter, in the No. l With the singles win on Thursday, 
posit-ion, defeated the Metros' Drew Brown' s  personal singles record since 
Reeder 3-6, 6-2, 6- 1 .  the spring trip of 6- 1 is the  best on the 
"John was slow going in the first set, team. 
but started coming around to playing Freshman Craig Mentzer was also a 
his game in the second," coach John winner against the Metros. ·Bennett said: " John felt freer to Mentzer, in the No. 6 position, 
change up his shots today. handed IUPUI's Bill Hartford a 7-6 ; 6-
" He was hitting the ball deeper 3 loss. 
today," Bennett said. "He staye<l at " Craig was serving well . He can hit 
the baseline. "  the passing shots well," Bennett said. 
In the No. 2 singles position, Mentzer saw action because of the 
freshman Jon Anderson was handed a absence of j unior -Don Carstens from 
loss by-IUPUI's Ken McCoy 7-6, 6-4 . the Panthers' lineup. 
Despite his sixth straight singles loss, In doubles action, the top two 
Bennett said Anderson's "form is Panther duos were victorious. 
improving somewhat. "  Suter and Anderson, the No. 1 pair, 
"There is a lot less yelling and defeated Reeder and McCoy in straight 
screaming on the court . That allows sets 7-6, 6- 1 .  
him (Jon) to concentrate. I am pleased "' The Panthers' No. 2 duo of Brown 
with that," Bennett said. and junior Steve Gumplo beat Hart-
Senior Scott Simon, in the No. 3 ford and Mike Weaver 7-6, 6-2 . 
position, played Thursday after sitting Matijasevich and freshman Matt 
out the last two matches because of an Willaert dropped a 6-4, 6- 1 decision to 
elbow inj ury. Laughlin and Poore. 
" I  played very well overall today," The Panthers will travel to 
Simon said. Davenport, Iowa, where they will 
Simon said his elbow was "a little compete in a quadrangular Friday and 
sore today. But I have had treatment. "  Saturday with St . Francis, St . Ambrose 
" I  like the way he (Scott) doesn't get and Marquette. 
· 
Senior David Brown stretches for a forehand
· 
during Thursday's 
match at Weller Courts. Eastern soundly defeated Indiana un· 
University at Indianapolis 7 - 2  to improve its record to 8-6 on the y 
upset during his matches," Bennett 
Softbal l team 
hosts weekend . . 
double-headers; 
By JOHN STROUD 
Associate sports editor 
After spending the first half of the season on 
the road, Eastern's softball team will open at 
home with two key Gateway Conference double­
header matchups this weekend. 
The Panthers host Drake at 2:30 p.m. on 
Friday and then take on Northern Iowa at 1 p.m. 
Saturday . Drake is currently in eighth place in 
t he the Gateway with a 3-5 record while Northern 
Iowa is 1 0th at 2-5 . Eastern leads the conference 
with a 3-1  mark. 
Despite the oppQnents' records, Eastern coach 
Janet Marquis believes both Drake and Northern 
Iowa have had good recruiting years and cannot 
be taken light ly. 
"We will take them as se_riously as any of the 
other teams," Marquis said. "The conference is 
the entire purpose of the season, and being' bn 
t he upswing we are looking forward to coming 
home. " 
· · 
With momentum gained in a second-place 
finish at the Penn State Invitational last week 
and a double-header sweep at DePaol WC:d-· 
nesday, Marquis won't prepare for the.team any 1 
differently than for the conference teams. · · 
"Offensively and defensively we are doing 
quite well, but we still need to work on bitting 
consistency and bunt coverage," she said. "But 
(See SOFTBALL, page 14) 
. 
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Gridders ready to lock hor 
lntrasquad game culminates spring pr 
B y  JEFF LONG 
Staff writer 
And now for some good, hard-hitting fun. 
That 's  what will be taking place Saturday whe1 
Eastern's football team culminates four weeks o 
spring practice with the annual Blue/Gray intrasqua1 
scrimmage. Kickoff · is 7 p.m. at Charleston Higl 
School. 
"If  past games are any indication, this is going to 
be a spirited affair," Eastern coach Al Molde said. 
"There 'll be a lot of battering back and forth. But 
our main focus is on the players having fun. "  
The game will b e  old hat . for most o f  the Panthers. 
With 19 of 22 starters returning this season, Eastern 
sports a veteran squad , a group which Molde feels 
has shown its tenacity the last four weeks. 
Consequently, the , game will have little impact on 
starting jobs , yet the intensity is  expected to be at 
full-tilt. 
"Our evaluations are pretty much 
the spring," Molde said. 
The teams were selected through a 
the team captains. Heading the blue t 
Banks, Greg Rhea and Bill Cochrane. 
will be captained by Sean Payton, 
and Bob Bronaugh. 
"This is for bragger's rights," Pitts 
will be a scrimmage atmosphere but o 
to play football we 'll be at full go." 
For Payton, who has been slowed all 
ankle injury, Saturday's game may 
time he has been tackled this spring. P 
·little action and will not do any run · 
month following the game. 
"There are a lot of bets going on 
players ," Payton said. "We've got p 
so I 'd expect it 's going to be real co 
there. 1 '  
Lady natters bourid for SI U-E mat 
·By MICHAEL CLARK 
Staff writer 
Eastern 's women's tennis team will be tuning up 
for the Gateway Conference Tournament this 
weekend at the SIU-Edwardsville Invitational. 
The . competition will allow the lady netters a 
chance to get used to conference tournament format. 
"The tournament is flighted," coach Gail Richard 
said. "This means each player will be against her own 
number. ' '  
The sqauds that are participating i n  the weekend 
invitational . include include SIU-E, 
Indiana State. 
The Lady Panthers are coming off 
losses . Last weekend they dropped 
conference foes Indiana State, Soul 
and a Tuesday match to Bradley. 
Richard said that although there 
netters seeded in the individual com 
could sneak up on some people. 
"We will go down there and ho 
spoiler," Richard said. "We will be the 
nana tree is just one 
rare tropical plants 
the H . F .  Thut 
I located next to 
ience Bui ld ing. The 
was built in  .1 963, 
acqui red by the 
rtment th ree years 
· the fi rst year that it 
open to the publ ic .  
cactus room pro-
rm, dry c l imate for 
ies of cactuses. 
i Peacefest 
Sunday's ral ly  pro­
moted more than 
just peace. See 
pages 4 and 5 .  
The Weekend Supplement to the Dally Eastern News I Charleston, Il l .  61 920 I Section B ,  8 Pages 
Greenhouse has 
·wide collection 
of unique plants 
By MICH ELLE MUELLER 
Staff writer 
Where can you find banana , papaya and 
· avocado trees on Eastern's campus? 
At the H . F .  Thut Green house , not only 
rare , tropical plants fill up the glass-covered 
confines- there are between 1 , 000 and 
1 , 200 different species of plants , botany in­
structor John Speer said . 
The greenhouse contains about 3 , 000 in­
dividual plants ,  Speer said . 
The purpose of the greenhouse is "to pro­
m ote the general interest in plants" and in 
botany , he said . 
It is named for former Eastern botanist 
H . F .  Thut,  who was "probably one of the 
.!fi best- known botanists" in this part of the 
country , Speer said . 
The greenhouse , built the same time as the 
Life Science annex , in  1963 , was originally 
used by the grounds keepers . but was ac­
quired by the botany department three years 
ago , Speer SQ.id . 
Botany instructer Steve Becker , director of 
the greenhouse , made several improvements 
to the green house after the botany depart­
ment acquired it . 
"He has actually made it what it is , "  ?aid 
Speer , who is taking care of the green house 
during Becker's sabbatical . 
A brick floor was laid , a small pool was dug 
and other landscaping work was done by 
Becker , Speer said . 
Some of the more unusual and costly 
plants the greenhouse boasts are the orchids . 
"We have a fafrly extensive orchid collection 
that was given to us , "  Speer said . 
Each plant is probably worth $35 to $40 , 
he said . 
In addition to orchids, the green house con­
(See GREENHOUS E ,  page 6) 
RICK STUCKEY I Verge photn Pciitm 
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1 � Ted's Warehouse 
through Thursday night at 4:45 and 
7 : 10 p . m .  at The Time.  Rated R .  
Murphy's Law 
Friday and Saturday night at 5 ,  7 ,  
and 9 p . m . ; Saturday and Sunday 
matinee at 2 : 05 p . m . ; Sunday 
through Thursday night at 5 and 7 
p . m .  at The Time.  Rated R .  
c! Friday night "9th Street" will be � I  playing at Ted's ;  ·Saturday night 
9 "A.K.A."  will be playing .  
;' Page One =: Friday night "Blood Sport" will be 
� playing at Page One, 
Dave's Generic Beer Bar 
Friday night "Talismans Possess­
ed" and "Colored Boys" will be play­
ing at Dave's Generic Beer Bar. 
. , Movies. __ A8 I 
April Foors Day 
Friday and Saturday night at 7 and 
9 p.m. ; Saturday and Sunday 
matinee at 2:20 p.m. ; Sunday 
through Thursday night at 7 p.m.  at 
the Will Rogers. Rated R.  
The Color Purple 
Every night at 7: 15 p . m . ;  Satur­
day and Sunday matinee at 2 p . m .  at 
the Will Rogers. Rated PG- 13.  
Wildcats 
Friday and Saturday night at 5 : 05 ,  
7 : 05 and 9 :05 p . m . ; Saturday and 
Sunday matinee at 2 :05 p . m . ; Sun­
day · through Thursday night at 5 : 05 
and 7 : 05 p . m .  at the Cinema 3 .  
Rated R .  
I Church� • I  
University Baptist Church 
Services will be held at 9 : 30 a . m .  
a t  1505 Seventh Street . 
First Baptist Church 
Services will be held at 9:30 a .m.  
at  2800 University Dr. 
Christian Campus Fellowship 
Services will be held at 10:30 a . m .  
at 2231 Fourth St. 
Wesley United Methodist Church 
Services will be held at 9 and 1 1  
a . m .  at 2206 S .  Fourth St. 
First Presbyterian Church 
Services will be held at 10:30 a . m .  
a t  3 1 1  Seventh St. 
Immanuel Lutheran Church 
Services will be held at 8: 15 and 
10:45 a . m .  at 902 .Cleveland . 
Heritage Chapel Church 
Services will be held at 6 : 30 a . m .  
and 10 :30 a . m .  at 9 1 7  Woodlawn 
Dr. 
Newman Community 
The Money Pit Services will be held at 6 : 30 p . m .  
Friday and Saturday night a t  5 :  10,  Saturday and 9 and 10 a.m.  Sunday · 7 :  10 and 9 :  10;  Saturday and Sun- ' in Buzzard Auditorium .  
day r:natinee at 2: 10 P · m · ; Sunday Charleston Bible Center 
�th'roiigh- Tliursday� nfght ·at 5 : 10 ahd · Services will be held at 10 :30 a . m .  
7 : 10 p . m .  at the Cinema 3 .  Rated and 6 p . m .  at 2605 University Dr. 
PG . St. Charles Catholic Church 
Legend Services will be held at 8 and 10 
Friday and Saturday night 5 ,  7,  a . m .  at 921 Madison. 
and 9 p . m . ; Saturday and Sunday 
matinee at 2 p . m . ;  Sunday through < Thursday night at 5 and 7 p . m .  at the ,>- .,,, II, 
Cinema 3 .  Rated R. �---------
Brazil Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Diana Winson 
Friday and Saturday night at 4 :45 ,  Assistant · · · · · · · · · · Craig Edwards 
7 : 10 and 9 : 30 p . m . ; Saturday and Art d irector · · · · · · · ·  Becky Michael 
Sunday matinee at 2 p . m . ;  Sunday Photo editor · · · · · · · · · Rick Stuckey 
IWEIU Calendar aa (leo :J 
WEIU 88. 9 FM Monday-Friday 4 
p . m .  to midnight. 
• 4:00-4: 30 WEIU News 
• 4:30-5 : 00 County Line 
• 5:00-5 :30 EIU Report 
� 5:30-9 :00 Contemporary Rock 
and Roll  ( Monday through 
Thursday) Jazz (Friday) 
Monday: "Method to Our Madness" 
Tuesday : "Radio Left Off Center" 
Wednesday: "Radio Free . . .  " 
Thursday : "The Dave and Rick 
Story" 
Friday: "Jazz Euphot:la" 
• 9 :00-midnight Speciality Shows 
Monday: "Third World Groove" 
(reggae) 
Tuesday: "Jazz Osmosis" 
Wednesday : .,__ "Professor Oldies 
Show" 
Thursday : "Thursday Night Theme 
Show" . (R and R history) 
Friday: "House Rocker Show" {jazz) 
/4': • • -• • • • • •• • • •  -.. . . . . . . . . . . ........ . . ... ' ! . LETCA�$AR'S PUT A i 
5 SLICE IN YOUR LIFE i 
5 LARGE 2 INGREDIENTS : 5 
5 PIZZA & 5 
i A QUART OF COKE i 
! - · - · - •7.95 ! 1 .  · � ':· . : -.... -.• - . r : • .;. �2'844 I • ) - � - . - • · "1  , . � ·�� . . . . - . 
· · ·· · · · · · · · ·· ···· · · · ·· ·-· · · · • • !II ••• • •  .. - · · 
!/PHIL fUO!'J' O!IY 
Guess whds going to be 
the life of the party? 
IR1 
FRl./SAT. NITE 7:00 AND 9:00 I SAT. SUN. MAT. 2:20 PM '-- SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY 7:00 PM ONLY 
Its about 
life. 
Its about 
love. 
Its about 
us. 
STARTS TONITE! 
A STEVEN The 
SPIELBERG Fll.M 
Color IPG-•::fil FROM WARNER BROS. 11 
ONE SHOWING NITEL Y 7:1 5 PM ONLY 
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY MATINEE 2:00 PM 
•I!!) FROM WARNER BROS.  / - · ·--%�� . 
FRl./SAT. NITE 5:05 • 7:05 • 9:05 1 SAT./SUN. MAT. 2:05 
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY 5:05 AND 7:05 
TOM HAN KS · SHELLEY LO . . :: 
THE . ·M'QNEY P 
FRl./SAT. NITE 5:1 0 • 7:1 0 • 9:1 0 I SAT./SUN. MAT. 2:1 0 PM 
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY 5:1 0 AND 7:1 0 
L E G E N  
FRl./SAT. NITE 5:00 • 7:00 • 9:00 I SAT./SUN. MAT. 2 • 
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY 5:00 AND 7:00 
3 8  
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igh school musical full of talent ! 
By CRAIG EDWARDS theatrical promoter (Aaron Wetzel) , ! 
played by April Fai res, embraces the von Trapp chi ldren during a number 
ton High School's performing arts club's production of "The Sound of 
faires' performance, which includes working with several smal l chi ldren, is 
e high l ights of the production. 
Assistant Verge editor staying with the family . � 
It was 1959 when Richard Rodgers Faires and Toby Strader stood out i 
and Oscar Hammerstein wrote the from the rest of the cast in their lead ::< > music , lyrics and script for "The Sound roles. They both appeared to feel at "51 
of Music . "  home on the stage , letting their singing '.: 
Twenty-seven years later, the hills are and acting abilities speak for :: 
still alive . with the sound of music . themselves. :g 
Perhaps not the hills , but the Charleston Faires deserves extra applause for her m 
High School auditorium was when the scenes with the children ,  the youngest 
performing arts club took the stage with being only five years old . 
its presentation of "The Sound of Brinkman , Wetzel and Sandee 
Music . "  Strader also had performances that 
The musical is the story of Maria , stood out from the rest . 
(April Faires) a postulant in Austria's Brinkman's  perform ance was  
Nonnenberg Abbey. Maria . is sent by  the highlighted by her sarcastic remarks and 
Mother Abbess (Sandee Strader) to ability to play the role of the villaihess . 
become the temporary go�erness for She also was . sp·otlightecf in a solo 
the seven children of Captain von musical performance . -
Trapp , (Toby Strader) a rec�nt widower Wetzel provided the comic relief in 
ar.d retired officer of the Austrian Navy . the play . It may not have been intend­
Maria arrives to find him running his ed,  but the audience couldn't help but · 
home like a ship and ignoring his laugh at his crazy antics . 
children.  She easily wins the adoration Sandee Strader had the difficult job of 
of all the children .  After teaching them being the Mother Abbess to 13 nuns. 
to sing and dance , Maria realizes that She carried out her responsibilities 
she loves the Captain . She feels this is a rather well and was featured in several 
sin for a postulant and runs away . solo performances. 
How she eventually returns to the "The Sound of Music , "  directed by 
von Trapp home and the love of the Alice Jayne Swickard and Beth Allen,  
Captain and his children proves in- can be seen at  7 : 30 p.m.  Friday and 
teresting, as she finds the Captain's rich Saturday at the Charleston High School 
fiancee (Amy Brinkman) and · a auditorium .  
e Money Pit ' features its very own pitfalls 
stairs, bad plumbing, a leaky roof and 
other mishaps are the mainstays of the movie 
oney Pit ."  And, because of the movie's 
on such effects , the show turns out to be 
t of a "pit" itself. 
anks and Shelly Long appear in this movie , 
direction of Steven Spielberg. 
, of "Splash" and "Bachelor Party" fame, 
character of Walter Fielding, a lovable lawyer 
ays broke . At the beginning of the movie , 
living with his girlfriend, Anna Crowley, in 
sband's New York City apartment . 
played by Long, is a moody violinist devoted 
. It sounds like a quaint little love story until 
na's ex-husband,  returns to New York and 
F R E E  
I NAL EVALUATION *  
ck  pa in ,  t oi.ih t  ·mu" '"' ·  ' '·"" m ' '  
houlder 01  a rm p . 0 1 1 1 ,  nu 1 11 �>1w" on h.t nc h l  
1 f f icu l t  bre;1 t luni: . .i bd1 >m i n .i l  p.1 1 n l  
h op  or i t' i:  jM l l l '  
wants his apartment back . 
So what is the couple to do but go house hunting. 
But Walter and Anna, who are still as broke as they 
were before , have to find something they can 
afford-regardless of quality . 
Their troubles are just beginning when they find the 
house of. their dreams one night . 
The sun comes up and our characters are able to 
see the house in its true light-as a real lemon . At this 
point of the movie , Murphy's Law comes into effect: 
everything that could possibly go wrong with the 
house does go wrong . 
Basically , this is also the point where the plot leaves 
the movie . After this , Spielberg uses some ridiculous 
and unbelievable special effects to show the house fall-
ing apart. 
, 
Every door that Walter or Anna opens falls down . 
Every floor that they walk on falls apart .. When Walter 
starts to climb the creaky old stairs, even they fall com­
pletely apart..., 
The p-ue "money pit" seems to be the ineffective 
special effects in this movie . 
Also, Hanks and Long did not get a chance to 
display their acting skills because there was not a good 
script. 
Hanks, especially , was not able to show his comedic 
ability because there were few good lines; his most 
humorous part was his gut-busting laughter when the 
bathtub fell through the floor. 
Perhaps if the special effects had been more 
believable , the script more suited to the actors' abilities 
and the plot a little less predictable , Spielberg could 
have saved this movie and Hanks and Long from the 
"pits . "  
· - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - -
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Break the 
Pizza Habit 
at · 
·Sirloin Stockade 
: -Sunday Night-Student Special-
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• frt'f' 1!� u m i 11utirm i11dmlf'.s ·Ca&e hutory , coruultation with doctOf', frtt 
mntour 1mt1lys�� rwsturt' .\l"Ull . and JO orlhapediclneurologlcal ttm8. Not 
lncludl'll urr· t- my... tr1·a1 ml'll l ,  and clinical laboratory tats. If lndlcoted, 
tht·s" ar1· 1wr111 t1//11 <·01 ·1·rl'll l1y m ost Insurance policies. WHY FR.EE? To mo/" 
it easy for 1111u to fiud out .  l l ' i tliout obligation . If your problem m ight be helped 
,by chiropr111 t i 1 ·  nm· . 
: FREE I f SALAD 
• 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Most i 11surance accepted. 
DR. M.L. GANDOLFI 
C H IROPRACTIC P HYSIC IAN 
1 41 9  MONROE, CHARLESTON, I L  
· Cal l  345-4065 For Appoi ntments 
I BARI 
I (with Meal) 
S .J .29 
Value 
I Just Bring Your E.l.U. 
80 1 W .  L inco l n  : 
. 3 4 5 -3 I 1 7 I 
open Dai ly  1 1 -9 1  
• 
I . Student l .D. 5-9 p . m .  Onl·y I f .... - - - - - - .. - - -- - - • - - - - - - - - - - - -· 
I 
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LISA HOFFERT I Staff photographer 
. JERRY'S PUB 
WILL BE OPEN · 
9 AM SATURDAY 
START YOUR DA Y 
WITH 
A DOLLAR SLAMMER 
THREE MORE DA VS 
until my 21 st! 
PAUL KlA TT I Photo editor 
LARRY PETERSON I Staff photographer 
This page, clockwise from top left, a ch i ld at Peac�fest " 1 00 East" perform in the 
holds a beach bal l with the 60s "peace sign" drawn on it. dent Cindy Pol ly, showi 
Right, a crowd of about 800 students and faculty enjoy the ment, watches the perf 
bands and the weather. Bottom right, geography instructor member of the band "Ali 
Alan Baharlou speaks on the th reat of nuclear war-and perform. Right, an audie 
students' role in preventi ng it. Center, members of the band and a peace sign on her a 
P'I MATTOON FEDERAL SAVI � & LOAN ASSOCIATION . .  
Member FSLIC 
580 West Lincol n Charleston,. IL 348-01 31 
Eastern faculty or staff, there is  sti l l  time to  take advantage of  the 
Mattoon Federal Savings l imited time offer for your very special NOW Account. 
NO MONTHLY SERVICE FEE 
UNLIMITED CHECK WRITING 
NO MINIMUM BALANCE REQUIREMENT 
200 PERSONALIZED CHECKS FREE 
OVERDRAFT PROTECTION OF UP TO $2,000 
DIRECT DEPOSIT OF YOUR EIU PAYCHECK 
WE WILL BUY YOUR EXISTING CHECKS 
BANK BY MAIL AND NIGHT DEPOSITORY 
Your NOW checking accou!1t with Mattoon Federal Savings will pay interest at 5 . 2 5% per annum and 
earn a higher rate each day your balance equals $2, 500 or more. 
For all this and more contact Thelma at our Charlston office located at 580 West Lincoln . Call 348·01 3  
' ' 
-acefest stresses awareness , fun 
nlike Paul Schaffer of "Late Night with David 
n" fame , who gets questions thrown at him 
e blue, millions of people are constantly ask­
Lar, what did you think of Peacefest?" 
urse , I don't say "Rolling Stone . "  That 
't make any sense , would it? Instead ,  the story 
ething like this . 
all e lse , Sunday's Peacefest was a good tim e .  
Shaine ,  "Earl's Breakdown" drummer, ex­
ideas similar to almost everyone I spoke to at 
k it's great . There isn't a lot of drugs- there's 
nts . It's cool , "  he said . "I 'm not a peace 
layed it because it's a gig . "  
, eight bands playing for seven hours o n  a 
day is a dream come true . 
eacefest wasn't just any eight bands - it was 
nt playing hard and fast . 
ying original material .  There may be a lot to 
r letter-perfect covers, but with a few notable 
s, Peacefest was all originals. 
sic was rough and a bit ragged at the edges. 
kers were also excellent. Never before had 
ur professors speak with such conviction . It 
they really cared about the issue of peace and 
g to do something about it . 
ular, geography instructor Alan Baharlou's 
pressed me . He said that college graduates, 
y, would be making decisions that create 
nge . That statement was pretty encouraging , 
pe to be a college graduate someday. 
u also applauded students' participation in 
cause and warned them never to be com­
wonder how hard it will be for all of us not to 
cent in 10 years . 
t about the peace issue? 
faculty adviser Paul Nienaber said , "It 
atter so much if they (students) agree with us 
st that we get them thinking ."  
or not students were more interested in  the 
n the peace issue seems unimportant to me . 
of Peacefest was to raise student awareness . 
else , that goal was accomplished . 
DAN REIBLE I Photo coordinator 
---
DAN REIBLE I Photo coordinator 
This graduate isn't happy 
because he didn't receive 
a personal. Put a smile 
on all the 1986 · Graduates 
with a personal in the 
Daily Eastern News on May 6th! 
• 15  words only $1 .25 
• Additional words only $; 10 each 
• Messages will appear May 6th 
• Deadline i� 3:30 May 1st! Don 't miss out 
· Art-choose 1-$1 .00 extra . . . a)�b� c) 
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61':Greenhouse_from page 1 
I tains several tropical plants-some of �!'which are quite rare. · 
� Some of the greenhouse's most priz­� ed possessions are several rare trees, jj called cycads, that an Eastern botany In-
.:: str:uctor brought to Eastern around the 
_ j : early 1930s from the University of v Hal ' ' 5 1 5  o ' • d 1 • � · Ch��:��s are tropical shrubs and trees .an en s - provt es s 1 
Ii which resemble thick-stemmed plants . ' l'�?.�y;���t��::�:���� . change of pace for hard rock band 
.! varieties of cycads on earth, · only nine By DAMON LEE DILLARD 
� exist today . The greenhouse has four of _A_lb_um_cr_iti_c _________ _ � these plants, which are estimated to be Hello Ba-bies! Van Halen is back. 
� around 1 , 200 years old , Speer said . Back and better than ever with their 
.! Cycads, one of the ancestors of the new release ; 5150. (Incidentally , 5150 
1- present-day pine tree , became less is a police code for "criminally 
common because of changing climates insane ," -kinda nice , eh?) 
and because the trees take at least 25- As most people know by now, Sam-
30 years to produce the. first seeds. my Hagar, "the Red Rocker, "  is the 
Because they are becoming extinct, newest member of Van Halen . Van 
the cycads in the greenhouse are Halen and Hagar got together before 
"almost priceless ,"  Speer said . FarmAid and discussed the possibility of 
Another group of early plants in the Sammy joining the band . 
greenhouse are the wisk ferns, which After what seemed like months of 
app¢ared on earth about 375 �million . contract disputes with Geff en Records, 
years ago, Speer said . Hagar was allowed to join Van Halen . 
The ponytail palm trees are unusual Side one kicks off with a real face-
because of their very broad base which ripper , "Good Enough . "  "Good 
tapers up into a thinner trunk . At the Enough" should satisfy anyone's ap-
top thin palm leaves "sprout" out of the petite for all-out hard rock. .. 
top . A song that has been receiving a lot of 
· Beside housing. the. tropical plants, airplay , "Why Can't This Be Love , "  is 
the greenhouse also has a cactus room . next . This song is a new direction for 
One of the most uniqµe groups of Eddie Van Halen's guitar playing, 
desert plants are those popularly known featuring a synthesized sound that is 
as "living stones," Speer said . These unlike anything he's ever done 
plants, native to South Africa, grow on- before-a more pop sound maybe, but 
ly an inch or two in height and resemble appealing nonetheless . 
thimble-sized stones. "Get Up" is the next song on the first 
This is the first year the greenhouse - side . "Get Up" took some getting used 
has been open to the public , Speer said . to, but after a half dozen or so listenings, 
The hours are 9 a . m .  to 3 p . m .  Monday it sounded almost as good as the rest of 
and Wednesday , 9 a . m .  to noon Frid� the album . 
and 1 to 3 p . m .  on Sunday, the most Now we come to the two destined 
popi.i1�r·daylo-v�ltihe greenhouse . 
More than 30 people toured the 
greenhouse last Sunday, he said , and 
tours from area schools are occasionally 
given.  
Speer noted that one recent visitor, 
an instructor from the University of Il­
linois , was especially impressed by the 
greenhouse because the U of I doesn't 
have anything like Eastern's greenhouse 
open to the public . 
With all the people who visit the 
greenhouse , there is inevitably some 
damage , Speer said . 
"Well , sure , a little bit" of damage is 
caused , he said . "That's . the price of 
showing things olf." 
chartbusters, "Dreams" and "Love 
Comes Walking In . "  
"Dreams" is sure t o  b e  played into the 
ground this summer, as is "Love Comes 
Walking In" on the second side . 
The songs feature a heavy emphasis 
on keyboards, reminiscent of their 
previous hit "Jump ,"  and feature the 
theme of love . They are . good songs, 
but have more of a pop sound than 
anything Van Halen has done before . 
Side one finishes up with "Summer 
Nights,"  one sure · to be a hit at party 
scenes this summer. Great guitar play­
ing and vocals make this cut a· real win-
ner. 
THE NAIL SALON 
.  
sculptured procelain nails 
manicures (men & w·omen) ·, 
If y�ur Nails 
aren 't becoming 
for that special event, 
you should be 
coming to us/ 
West Park Plaza 
(next to Halrbenders) 
345-4218 ' 
r----------... _.- ... , 
I 1 0 % OFF I I I I Ful l  set of I 
I sc_u lptured Nal�s J 
1 expires May 1 1 ,  1 986. 1 --- - - - - -- - - - - - � 
20 % OFF ALL . : NAIL 
POLISHES! 
Performance 
Recording 
Production 
10 
10 
10 
Side two starts with the best song on 
the album, "Best of Both Worlds . "  This 
one could almost be Van Halen's theme 
song, as all members of the band are 
featured at their best . 
Musically , the worst cut is "Inside . "  
"Inside" is not a bad song- it just 
dcesn't seem to fit. "Inside" would be 
more at home on Women and Children 
First, an earlier Van Halen album , than 
on 5150 .  ' 
Hagar has given Van Halen a sense 
of energy that they desperately needed 
on 1 984 . Sammy's skill as a songwriter 
is evident throughout the album. 
Although he does not play his guitar on 
the album , his singing is  at  its best ever. 
Eddie's / guitar work is just as fast as 
ever, bu� cleaner. Guitar playing like 
that in "Best of Both W 
polished perfection . The 
throughout 5150 is superb, 
Drummer Alex Van 
player Michael Anthony 
best, also. These two 
probably the best rhythm 
music today . 
The commitment to e 
apparent on 5150, more 
before . The song writing Is 
the music and productio 
has improved since the 
Ted Templeman as their 
now do it themselves. 
What has all this com 
cellence produced? An 
work worthy of praise in all 
If you are a die hard Vi 
but are afraid that 5150 Is 
rock album that their 
have been , your fears are 
5150 is state-of-the-art 
Record furnished 
Records and Tapes. 
ADDUCCl'S R��a 
1 O" pizza Everyday low price 
Pepperoni or Sausa 
Eat in, Carry Out, F ree Del ivery after 
345-91 41 71 6 Jackson 34 
f�(!)ne�n 
A pril is Page One Month 
Fri. & Sat. Package Cocktail Hour 
All can 6 pks. 
in stock - - 238 
3 : 0 0  - 6 : 0 0  p. m. 
April 18 & 1 9  
soe 
EVER YDA Y . -1 6 oz Drafts. 8-1 0  
Friday . . . . . . . .  . Blood 
The Ro Saturday . 
; r- -----· COUPON---- -- , J *1 .00 off Large Pizza. � � WE NOW HAVE SPAGHETTI � 
5 BY THE % GALLONS! 5 
u Expires 412918 6 u 
I i 
'- - - - - - - COUPON· - - - -- _,. 
cl�lll' 
345-3400• 1 600 LI 
Cagney in one of his best 
roles as a thug with a mother 
fixation , climbing to the "top 
of the world . "  
1 7-WKRP i n  Cincinnati 
38-Nightline 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Movie:  "The Other Man . "  
( 1 970) Joan Hackett i s  a 
neglected wife drawn into ari 
affair that leads to murder. 
1 7-Nightline 
38-Sanford and Son 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Friday Night Videos 
9-Movie:  "Wake Me When 
It's Over. "  ( 1 960) World War 
II farce about a mistakenly 
drafted schnook who opens a 
luxury hotel on a Pacific 
Island. 
1 7-0ne Day at a Time 
38-Jimmy Swaggart 
1 1 :35 p.m. 
5-Night Tracks Power Play 
1 1 :40 p.m. 
1 0-McGarrett 
Midnight 
1 7-News 
38-Fame 
Saturday 
6:00 p.m. 
2 , 3-News 
9-lt's A Living 
1 Q-Keys To Success 
1 2-Doctor Who 
1 7-MTV Top 20 Video 
Countdown 
38....:Solid Gold 
6:30 p.m. 
2-This Week in Country 
Music 
3-More Real People 
9-At The Movies 
1 2-Doctor Who 
7:00 p.m. 
2-Gimme A Break 
3, 1 0-Crazy Like A Fox 
9-Movie: "Capone." ( 1 975) 
Violent melodrama with Ben · 
Gazzara as the notorious 
Chicago crime boss Al 
Capone. 
1 2-Avengers 
1 7 , 38-Redd Foxx 
7:05 p.m. 
5-NBA Playoff 
7:30 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5-Facts of Life 
1 7  ,38-Benson 
8:00 p.m. 
2-Golden Girls 
3, 1 0-Movie: Tuesday Weld 
plays an antique-shop owner 
who's whisked into wedlock 
by a conniving Casanova and . 
the left "Scorned and 
Swindled. "  So she teams up 
with another of  her  husband's 
victims to catch the culprit. 
1 2-Movie: ' 'The Search . "  
( 1 948) A Czech mother 
combs postwar camps for her 
F tt.1tAll('S 0£&.AI �-riuu 
J- ltr�  Tlflt / . . .  
I 
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0 
0 
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w 
I t  
,� 11""'.""--�---------- --...... ·1• '"YJ CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
missing son while a GI finds 
and befriends him . 
1 7 ,  38-Love Boat 
8:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-All Is Forgiven 
9:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Remington Steele 
9-News 
9:20 p.m. 
5-Cancer Today 
9:30 p.m. 
9-INN News 
9:50 p.m. 
5-Night Tracks Chartbusters 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7-News 
9-Twilight Zone 
1 2-Good Neighbors 
38-Entertainment This Week 
1 0:1 5 p.m. 
1 7-News 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-8aturday Night Live 
3-Movie: "Short Walk to · 
Daylight."  ( 1 972) TV-movie 
about eight earthquake 
survivors trapped in the New 
York subway system. 
9-Ufestyles of the Rich and 
Famous 
• 
1 0-Benny Hill 
1 7-Star Games 
1 0:50 p.m. 
5.--Night Tracks 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
1 0-Dukes of Hazzard 
38-Movie:  "The First 
Texan . "  ( 1 956) The saga of 
Texas's fight for in· 
dependence from Mexico, 
with Joel McCrea as the 
legendary Sam Houston , the 
man who led the revolt. 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
9-Police Story 
1 7-Movie: " Bobbie Jo and 
the Outlaw."  ( 1 976) Marjoe 
Gortner as an itinerant 
Southwestern bank robber 
and Lynda Carter as the 
waitress he romances. 
Midnight 
2-'America's Top 1 O 
1 0-Music City U .S.A.  
1 5-Puttin' On The H its 
Sunday 
5:00 p.m. 
2-Sportsman's Friend/Harold 
Ensley 
3 , 1 0-News 
1 2-Wild America 
1 5-Jeffersons 
1 7 , 38-Fame 
5:30 p.m. 
2, 1 0 , 1 5-News 
3-Babe Winkelman's Good 
Fishing 
1 2-Wildlife Safari 
6:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Punky Brewster 
3, 1 0-60 Minutes 
1 2-Austin City Limits 
· 1 7 , 38-Disney Movie 
Edited by EUGENE T. MALESKA 
ACROSS 
1 Leave-taking 
6 Run off, orally 
lO Beldam 
66 Nautical 
fastener 
67 Challenge 
68 -- out 
(barely 
beaten) 
10 Suggestion to 
Baby 
36 Eclogue 
38 Ray Bolger 
specialty 1 1  Tumultuous 
12 Quebec's 
scenic 
peninsula 13 " I t  Seems to Me" was his 
column DOWN· 16 Bottom or end 
42 Like mint 
leaves in some 
j uleps 
43 Pitched in 
44 Bewildered 
47 -- Deco 
50 Flying 
ending 
18 I nflict 14 Kind of earth 15 Magni­
togorsk's river 
17 Battle of 
Saratoga site 
19 Six on a Vegas 
cube 
1 Network logo 
2 Lake in Italy 
3 Very quiet 
22 Vaulting arch 
24 Courtroom machine 
4 Eats like Fido 
5 Takes the 
admonition 
25 Egyptian 
cottons 
20 Reach for the 
stars 
2 1  Drive-in 
queen's 
shilling 
6 Highland 
hillside 
26 Hodgepodge 
28 Actress 
Kedrova 
51 Say suddenly 
52 Mouthing off 
53 Purview 
55 Castro's 
capital's castle 
57 -- B ' rith· 
personnel 
23 Latin infinitive 
7 It's 34° .  for 
L . A .  
3 2  Gershwin song 
34 How to proceed 
through a tulip 
bed 
58 Loudness unit 
61 Channel-
24 Cloys 
· 
25 Diplomat 
Linowitz 
27 Ankles 
29 Recede 
30 Stout 
31 The three R ' s  
3 3  Catcher for 
Allie 
37 Billiard 
contact 
39 0ahu 
ornament 
40 Phillips U. site 
41 Pedestrian 
42 Honshu hurrah 
!45 Essay 
46 Kind of cry 
'.48 First farmer 
'49 Neighbor of 
Wis. 
50 Recondite 
54 Clammy 
56 Able to resile 
57 Renders 
obsessed 
59 Folk singer 
Tom 
60 Impervious , in 
a way 
63 Approximately 
64 Part of a 
homer 
8 Betel nuts • 
source 
9 Chews out 35 Lass 
selector 
position 
62 T-man 
65 Rich or Dunne 
See page 1 1  A for answers 
6:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Fathers and Sons 
9-Movie: "The St. Valen­
tine's Day Massacre. "  ( 1 967) 
Grim re-enactment of the 
events leading up to the 
Chicago underworld's 
notorious mass murder. 
7:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Amazing Stories 
3, 1 0-Murder, She Wrote 
1 2-Nature 
1 7 , 38-Movie: "Superman 
I l l . "  
7:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Alfred Hitchcock 
Presents 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Movie: Repeating- the 
Oscar-winning "Ordinary 
People. "  
3 ,  1 0-Movie: "Passions" are 
aroused when the widow of a 
businessman learns of his 
mistress and 6-year·old son .  
1 2-Masterpiece Theater 
I 8:30 p.m. 1 9-Chicago Profiles 
9:00 p.rq. . 9-News 
I 1 2-Murder Most English 
9:20 p.m. 
5-Sports Page 
9:30 p.m. 
9-INN News 
9:50 p.m. 
5-Jerry Falwell 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7-News 
9-Tales From The Darkside 
1 2-Yes Minister 
1 0:1 5 p.m. 
1 0 , 1 7-News 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2 , 1 5-News 
3, 1 0-Star Trek 
9-Lou Grant 
1 7-Entertainment This Week 
1 0:50 p.m. 
5-John Ankerberg 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
2-Black Sheep Squadron 
' . 
1 5-Movie: "Thief ."  ( 1 97 1 )  
TV-movie with Richard Crena 
as a paroled cat burglar who 
can't break the habit. 
1 1 :1 5  p.m. 
38-NOAA Weather Service 
1 1 :20 p.m. 
5-Jimmy Swaggart 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
3-To Be Announced 
9-Fame 
1 0-Tales From The Darkside 
1 7-Film 
Midnight" 
2-Secrets of Success 
1 2:20 e.m. 
5-Bob Newhart 
1 2:30 e.m. 
3-To Be Announced 
9-Star Games 
1 5-Great Expectations 
1 7-Community 17 
1 2:50 e.m. 
5-Lucy Show 
1 :00 e,m. 
2, 1 7-News 
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I By NANCY y AMIN 
z Staff writer 
E I feel as though I have just given birth . I i I am the proud mother of a bouncing 5-pound blue 
w yearbook. f After a little over nine months of preparation and � waiting, my child arri\{ed .  A truck, rather than the 
� traditional stork , delivered all 6,500 of my children last 
ii week. • While most students were out drinking beer on :: Saturday nights , I was pouring my soul into that book . 
� Pregnant women aren't supposed to drink much 
alcohol . Warbler deadline schedule ensured that I 
would not violate those orders . 
In March 1985, I was named'editor of the yearbook. -I had until February to complete it . 
Of course I had help ; I'm being melodramatic for a 
reason . 
Throughout my term I experienced morning,  noon 
and night sickness- not all the time,  just on and off. 
I gained weight . It's not easy to eat healthy , low­
calorie meals when dinner time rolls around at 10 
p . m .  or so. The ultimate Warbler meal was pizza or 
Mac's.  
W arbl�r experience s· 
to full 9-month·pregnaiJ 
The nice thing about being pregnant with the year­
book is that you don't get hemorrhoids-although I 
was accused of becoming one myself. Just ask my 
staff. 
The strange thing about being pregnant with the 
yearbook is that the real pain (or do they call it discom­
fort?) comes before' delivery. The gestation period is 
the worst part. Once that's over , there's nothing to do 
but wait . No fancy breathing or pushing- I  just waited. 
Then,  the delivery occurred . 
I wanted everything to be perfect. Unfortunately , it 
wasn't a storybook delivery . There were some com­
plications. For one thing , I wasn't even there . Imagine 
missing your own delivery . 
Later, my child was brought to me wrapped in 
brown cardboard . It wasn't physically painful ,  but 
emotionally I was shot . Post-partum depression . 
I tore open the wrapper, hesitantly . What if there 
was something terribly wrong with it? What if it wasn't 
what I was really , deeply h0ping for? 
At first I hated it . I had heard from others who had 
had yearbooks that this was a normal first reaction . 
Then , I grew to accept its imperfections and appreciate 
its strong qualities. 
Then came the unveiling. I guess it 
the baptism or christening or circum 
had to present my child to the public f 
Now with babies ,  people are gener 
"Oh, it's soooooo cute . "  Baloney. 
shriveled and red .  
Nevertheless, I expected the same 
ment courtesy . 
But people just don't seem to app 
and genuine effort. Okay, John's last 
ed wrong. I'm sorry . Really . But 8, 
right. I can live with that . 
Would you say to a new mother, " 
cute but the right ear lobe hangs a bit 
left and he makes a wheezing noise 
and his skin color is a bit too pink an 
ny .?" 
A couple part-time students who 
they· had to pay $2 .50 for the Warb 
Forget it . It's not worth it . "  
Not worth it? B e  careful, you're t 
of my life . You're talking about my c 
Maybe I'm just being a bit averse 
all new mothers? 
BUY TWO CASES OF MILLER HIGH LIFE · 
AND GET ONE OF YOUR FAVORITE 
CBS RECORDS OR TAPES FREE. 
Buy Miller High Life and you can get the hottest 
album or tape by one of your favorite CBS artists. 
Stars like Kenny Loggins. Herbie Hancock . And 
Willie Nelson . · 
· 
Your choice . free . Or for only three dollars plus 
postage and handling, depending on where you live . 9JJJ!!/!_• 
For more details, pick up a brochure at the 
Miller Music display wherever you buy your Miller � 
Beer. · · MADE THE  
Miller High Life never sounded so good . AMERK:AN WAY. 
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